
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reference abstract of  

KV 2/283 

 

This document contains materials derived from the latter file series 

Its purpose: is, to be used as a kind of reference document, containing my personal selection 
of report sections which being concidered, in my perception, of relevance. 

My input: I have created to a great extent transcripts of the just reproduced file sections. 
However, sometimes adding my personal commentents, be it explaining matters which hardly 

one is acquaited of, but always accompanied by: (AOB, my comment)  

Please do not multiply this document; 

Remember:  that section copies still do obey to Crown Copyright. 

 

 

By Arthur O. Bauer 
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Goeritz Hermann 
German Consul in Tanger (Tangier) 

PF 601304 
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Goertz Hermann .. some aliases, which will during the course of the war increase quite much: 
Dupont;  For some time quite often maintained. 
DON III                              “                                      
 
Adress: Hotel Rif, Tangier (Tanger) 
Inmeuble Vasquez y Ortega, 
Rue Alexandrie, Tanger (? Thought to have a flat) 
Formerly at Nürnberg. (AOB, this is where he origianted from and his family still lived) 
 
(AOB, on the right-hand side the various sources where these preliminary information was 
derived from, during their interrogations) 
(AOB, MSS, stood for: Most Secret Source, thus mainly W/T intercepts; and their decrypt at, 
likely, Bletchley Park) 
 

 

↓ 

 

 

 

 

 

↓ 
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According to the forgoing interrogations: 

Nationality: German 

Birth place: Nürnberg 

Birth date:    24.11.1899 

Occupation (Hermann Goeritz): 1942. German Vice Consul in Tanger (AOB, Reith being the 
Consul General) in Tanger (Tangier).  Head of Information Service in Tanger (Abwehrdienst)  
Assisted Wiedemann, Press Attaché at the German Consulate.  Ex business man. 

(AOB, Wiedemann, was the representative of the DNB) 

(AOB, Mocchi; Member of the Italian Consulate in Tanger (Tangier). His own file is, 
particularly towards the file-end becoming most hilarical:  They considered sending him to 
Italy, after having him kept for a while at a British PoW Camp – so that he should face Italian 
post war justice. What an embarrasment, when they learned that he was shortly thereafter 
being designated future Italian Consul in Seattle!) 

 

 

 

↓ 
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… Often passed for a Spaniard. Casual.  Correct clothes;  Attractive very affable.  
Voice: Baritone 
Languages: Fluent French and Spanish 
Fluent in Italian, Spanish and French and certainly knows English. 
 

 

↓ 
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8.10.41 Arrived in Tanger to take up employment as GermanVice Consul and also to 
be incharge of Counter Espionage in Spanish Morocco (Maroc). 

Nov. 1941 Goeritz @ Dupont, the Vice Consul in Tanger appears to be busy originating 
either espionage or sabotage. 

10.11.41 On a journey to Lisbon and Madrid accompanied by his secretary Fraulein 
Irene Berger. 

13.12.41 Left Tetuan for Madrid for a conference with Bentevegni chief of Abt. III and 
Rohleder, an official of Abt. III Berlin, then on a visit to Spain, returning to Tetuan 15.12.41. 

1942  The Abwehr set-up in Casablanca depended upon a man named Goeritz, 
Abwehr member in Tangier (Tanger), who also worked in Barcelona. Hoehler, German 
Counsellor in Spanish Morocco (Marocco), was known to conduct an espionage organisation 
in Casablanca, and and had on his staff Richter and Zimermann.  These persons were believed 
to be in touch with Goeritz more or less immediately. 

18.6.42 Arrived in Madrid to arrange the slipping through of Herr und Frau Bruckner, 
V-Leute to be employed at the Tanger Stelle.. Returned to Tanger (Tangier) 22.6.42. 

 

 

↓ 
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25.7.42 Had a meeting with Recke, Leiter Tetuan Stelle. (AOB, real name: Joachim 
Rudolf, famous alias “Moruno”, alias: “Recke” was often used in Consular matters) 
15.8.42 Awarded a second star. 
22.8.42 Left Tanger on leave. While away his work was done by Alexander Petersen; 
who arrived in Tanger for this purpose, on 17.8.42. (AOB, this aspect of lacking 
representative (deputy) is becoming increasingly imminent and getting a leave sanctioned is 
causing increasing fustratetions; the same problem also played in Tetuan, with Recke) 
20.10.42 Returned to Tanger on duty. 
1942  German propaganda in French Colonial Africa was done by means of leaflets 
composed by Poerzgen’s department. Poerzgen; was a member of the Nazi Party and was 
editor of a weekly news bulletin. He was assisted by Mocchi, former Italian vice Consul in 
Tangier (Tanger) and German agent. Leaflets were printed on a small press in the German 
Consulate and distributed by Goeritz’s organisation. Leafkets were all anti-Semetic in 
character.  Otto Wiedmann was stationed at Tangier (Tanger) with Willy and Hermann 
Goeritz the chef there. 
12.4.43 In Madrid, whence he travelled to Berlin remaining there till 27.4.43 when he 
returned to Madrid.  
  May 1943 Apparently in Madrid for discussions with Bentivegni (AOB, Leiter III, Berlin) 
and Rohleder travelling back to Tanger on 12.5.43. 
27.5.43 Had discussions with Recke in tetuan, who asked him to bring with him from 
Tanger someone suitable for watching Frenchmen who had male contact in Tetuan and were 
suspected of being agents provocateur. 
 

↓ 
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Mid-Aug Due to go one leave, his place again taken by Petersen. Owing to the  
1943  interruption of an air service to Madrid his departure from Tanger was 

postponed and on 27.8. 43 Leisser, Leiter K.O. Spain cancelled his leave owing 
to the probability of the imminent internationalisation of Tangier (Tanger) and 
the withdrawl of all German Diplomatic reservations. 

16.9.43 As he had received news of heavy air raid damage to his property in Nürnberg, 
requested permission to go on leave after all.  This was sanctioned and he left Tanger at the 
end of October. 
Jan. 44  Became Leiter of Nest Barcelona, Abt. III. (AOB, = counter-espionage). 
Succeeded Kellermann. 
3.5.44 To meet in Barcelona, Heinichi and Carganio of Abt. III Berlin and arrange for their 
journey to Madrid on 6.5.44 
Mid-Oct In Barcelona. Told Sigg, Rudolf (B.I.a. case)(AOB, M.I.5) that he would like  
1944  him to take a female agent to Paris.  They were to spend two or three weeks 

there and then return to Spain.  Sigg was to collect reports from a dozen agents 
in paris.  He was also to discover the hidden places of germans still in Paris.. 
Goeritz gave him a questionaire and list of people to contact. Gave him 60,000 
francs to cover expenses. 

Nov.44 Goeritz is very anxious to get Sigg and his female agent away.  
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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Dec. 44 The female agent has been identified as Goeritz French mistress.  She has 
approached the French offering to act as a double agent. 
Ja. 45  Goeritz, who has been running Sigg, has been threatened with internment, and 
its feigning illness so as to avoid this.  He handed Sigg to a certain Fernando Ruis Platerc, 
who is very friendly with Losbichler an old acquaintance of Goeritz during the latter’s stay in 
Tangier (Tanger). 
KV 283-1, page 13 

 
Personnel 
I and II – Leiter :  Krüger, Hans 
Mitarbeiter  :  Wiedemann, Otto 
. 
III – Leiter  :  Goering alias Goritz, puis petersen 
Secretaire  :   Frl. Berger 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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Extract from press cutting from the Daily Express. 
 Otto Wiedemann was on the staff of Dr. Kurt Heinrich Reith, German Minister in 
Tangier (Tanger), at a time when fifty German agents from Tanger on a visit to Madrid were 
unable to return on account of Allied Traffic Control.  Wiedemann is Press Attaché and has 
travelled throughout the British Empire.  He speaks fluent Arabic and often dresses as an 
Arab and has fomented much trouble in French Morocco (Marocco).  His wife is the daughter 
of Francisco Mawick, German representative of the enormous Mannesmann Trust, which 
controls Nazi interest in Morocco (Marocco). 

Wiedemann is seconded by Kroll, who before the war roamed South America posing 
as an artist and by small, swarthy Goeritz, who often passes as a Spaniard. 
 
Please view fist the next W/T map of Europe and beyond: 
 

 
 
Most significant Abwehr W/T links, the numbers used in British references are likely 
equalling the German designations. Always consisting of a “Roman number /arabic serial” 
sometimes also using Arabic number / Arabic numbering. The way this drawing has grown 
forced me to fill-in as much as possible; and herewith leaving the scale-versus-distance ratio. 
As, for instance the distance: Madrid - Tanger/Tetuan is much smaller than Madrid - Buenos 
Aires in Argentine. It might contain small errors, but its creation was pain-striking and very 
time consuming.  
 
 



KV 283-1, pages following: RSS intercept series. Only messages were Goeritz being noticed! 

 
Top left:  II/129 constituted the line-number of a W/T link between Tangier (Tanger) and 
Madrid; and XIV/39 was a W/T link between Berlin Stansdorf (Belzig) and Lisbon (KO 
Portugal). Top right, @ a series of Goeritz’s aliases, like Dupont and DON III and later;  
Alize III and Cavellero. 
17.9.41 Madrid-Tanger. Please keep four packets which will arrive shortly for 
10935  Vice-Consul Goeritz. (AOB, 10935 is the decript number likely in ISOS series;       
  hence manual code and not machine derived encryption) 
7.10.41 Madrid-Tanger. Message from Dupont.  Arriving with Frl. Berger (AOB,  
12101  Goeritz’s mistress) via Iberia. Please meet. (AOB, notice that regular airline 

flights existed also on the German side maintained by Lufthansa) 
8.10.41 Madrid-Tetuan. Ref. our (Isos 120806).   Not necessary to meet as it is 

done in Tanger. 
8.10.41 Tanger-Tetuan. Dupont and Berger got off here. Arriving Tetuan 9.10.4 
12086 
9.10.41 Tanger-Madrid Message Enzio from Dupont.  Gaston reports arrival  
12103 Tanger.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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11.10.41. Tanger-Madrid. Message for Pago from Dupont. Armoured safe urgently  
12242 necessay. (AOB, Pago or ZF, was cover name of the Paymaster in Madrid) 
16.10.41 Tanger-Madrid. Message from Gaston from Dupont. Request speedy  
12419 service instructions re duties of Gaston. 
18.10.41 Madrid-Tanger. For Goeritz: Driver earmarked for you is awaiting your  
12534 terms. 
18.10.41. Madrid-Tanger. For M. Goeritz: 2 suitcases and 1 box arrived at North  
12540 Station Madrid.  Impossible to collect without luggage ticket. Please sent it. 
18.10.41 Madrid-Tanger. Message from Pago for Dupont.  Questions are answered as follows: 1) A.  2) 

Choose this way if first is not possible. 3) Re procuring Morocco franks apply to 
Regieringsinspektor at Armistice Commission. (AOB, Kontroll Inspektion Afrika). Further 
details can be had from Kruse.  Steel safe is being despatched next week.  Apply for licence to 
import. 

20.10.41 Tangier-Madrid. Message from Mago from Dupont. Free journey, free  
12639 house, monthly salary 3,000 Moroccan francs.  
23.10.41 Tanger-Madrid. To Ciro (AOB, = Fritz Kramer in KO Portugal in  
12869 Lisbon). Request that at least 100 grams of cocaine more if possible be sent to me immediately. 
29.10.41 Tanger-Madrid. Please pass following to Schuchmann, Le Havre: Send Papel to Madrid via  
13153 Nail.  On arrival in Madrid inform Enzio.  Make arrangements for going thither. Inform 

Dupont who will then give the address in Tanger where contact is to be made. 
. 
. 
3.11.41 Madrid-Tanger. Ludovico Diaz (AOB, von Karsthoff, his alias, Leiter KOPortugal, DIAZ = 

Bendixen) – Dupont Very desirable that you should come here as soon as possible in order to 
take over the files; presence Berger desired. Radio date of arrival. 
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7.11.41 Tetuan-Madrid. To Ciro: Dupont and Berger arriving Lisbon 10.11.41 by  
13608 Iberia via Madrid. Book two seats on plane to Madrid 13/11 
7.11.41 Tetuan-Madrid. Drilling for Gaston.  Dupont absent Tanger 10.11.41 –  
13609 15.11.41 on journey Lisbon – Madrid. 
8.11.41 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont-Ciro.  Berger’s entry visa applied for in telegram  
13612 153 4.11.41.  Arrange to have its allotment notified by wire to Portuguese 

Consulate Tanger at once. 
10.11.41 Tetuan-Madrid. Dupont-Ciro. Entrance permit for Berger not arrived.  
13741 Dupont is flying 10.11.41 to Lisbon; Berger to Madrid. Have entrance permit 

telegraphed to the Portuguese Consulate in Madrid. 
12.11.41 Madrid-Tetuan. To Dupont:  Portuguese Consulate General states that  
13863 Consulate in Madrid has been instructed to issue a visa for Irene Berger. 
13.11.41 Madrid-Tetuan. From Ciro,  Dupont and Berger will arrive in Tetuan  
14054 17.11.41. 
17.11.41 Tanger-Madrid. For Gaton from Dupont.  Desired that Fifi leave as soon  
14332 as possoble. Please give date of departure before she leaves. 
19.11.41 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Gaston, Enemy I.S. has assigned agent 2  
14345 questions. 1) Have the germans guns intended for Morocco already reached the 

French-Spanish frontier?  2) o what extent are the Germans and Spanish I.S. 
service collaborating? Send play material by W/T. 

19.11.41 Madrid-Tanger Kruse (AOB, real name Krüger, alias recke and Moruno)  
14344 – Dupont.  Please cancel again seat in plane for Pago (AOB, = Paymaster of 

KOSp Madrid) as journey postponed.  
 

↓ 
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21.11.41 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont.  Request advice as to whether Pappel of  
14473 Schuchmann’s office has arrived in Madrid and when he was despatched to this end. (AOB, 

meant Tanger) 
22.11.41 Madrid-Tanger. Ref. (Isos 14473)(AOB, the previous message) There are  
14618 no papers for Pappel for entry to your zone (AOB, North Africa opposite Gibraltar) and they 

can only be obtaiend at your end and not here.  Agree with Schuchmann that Pappel is not 
despatched until entry into your zone has been arranged. 

22.11.41 Tanger—Madrid.   Dupont-Enzio. (Ref. your 123 (Isos 14618) Entry visa for Pappel must be 
applied for at the Colonial Office in Madrid which will pass it on to this end.  We will see that 
it is soon approaved at this end. 

25.11.41 Tetuan-Madrid. Mueller (Müller) and Dupont arriving Madrid 26.11.41  
14826 Please meet and book rooms. 
4.12.41 Madrid-Tanger. To Dupont. The following W/T message has arrived  
15453 from Berlin:  Chef Drilling and Gaston travelling as Min.Rat. von Bergmann and Min.Rat 

(AOB, Ministrialrat) Roederer respectively will fly to Barcelona 12.12.41 on 13.12.41.  
Barcelona-Madrid, on 14.12.41.  Madrid-Lisbon/  Conference with Dupont in Madrid desired. 

8.12.41 Madrid-Tanger. For Dupont.  Following telegram has been received from Berlin with ref, to 
Dupont’s question to Guillermo (AOB, = alias of Adm. Canaris, Amtschef Abwehr)  “matter” 
will be settled on the occasion of visit of Chef Drilling. 

10.12.41 Tetuan-Madrid. Dupont.  Air ticket re-booked from 12.12.41 to 13.12.41 
15849 
11.12.41 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont- Ciro.  Request immediate advice as to whether and when the married  
15855 couple intended for satff is coming to Tanger. 
 
 
 

↓ 
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12.12.41 Tanger tetuan. From Dupont.  Meeting Fernando myself. 
16013 
12.12.41 Madrid-Tanger,     Hermano (AOB, can be Kiekenbusch or Oblt. Kurrer @  
16015 Kamler) -  Dupont. Ref. English Consul Geographical material on the way by 

courier after full use. 
16.12.41 Barcelona-Madrid. From Portal.  Please transmit following to Dupont: If  
16236 possible do not carry out Pablo’s request of 6.12.41. 
16.12.41 Madrid-Tanger. For Dupont. Message identical with 16236. 
17.12.41 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont-Gaston.  Important American Max Shoop in  
16373  Tanger since 1.12.41. will stay a short time in Madrid Hotel Ritz, then in Vichy 

at Hotel Moliere, From there to Switzerland. Swiss address inknown. 
Travelling back to New York in January. 

20.12.41 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont – Enzio.  Request precise personalia of driver  
16515 and cooks(or woman cook) in order to expedite acquisistion of entry permits. 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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23.12.41 Madrid-Tanger. To Dupont. Ref. chauffer and cook Kose Alfonso  
16686 Labarto(Labanto) born Zaragoza 13.3.01.  Occupation chauffer Passport No. 01563, issued 

2.6.41. Consulate General Lisbon; Adelaide de Jesus Silva, born 12.4.17 Sao Pedno. Portugal, 
Passport 02208 issued 26.11.41. Consulate General Lisbon. 

23.12.41 Tanger-Tetuan. Dr. Goeritz (AOB, his real name and title) requests a seat  
16727 to be obtained for him on the Media plane (AOB, Media = Madrid) on 26th Dec.  Frochmueller 

is to get seat. 
23.12.41 Tetuan-Tanger. Please inform Dr. Goeritz in the Italian Hospital that seat  
16728 plane is reserved for Friday 26th.  
30.12.41 Madrid-Tanger. Enzio Jnr. – Dupont. Alamon has been here 10 days; has not  
17073 yet received his entry visa.  Where is Alamon to report when he arrives by aeroplane (AOB, 

Flugzeug) in Tetuan or Ceuta?  Cooks(man woman) will be ready to start in about 5 or 6 days 
as normal route is very tedious. 

1.1.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont-Enzio.  Do not dispatch P.P. before 7.1.42.  If  
17163 possible by plane to Tetuan, so that he can be fetched from the plane. 
5.1.42 Madrid-Berlin. To Erbe (AOB, = Abwehr I, Berlin) for Drilling.  Message to Gaston, also to  
1344 Herold Dupont report: The English have started to evacuate women and children from Tanger.  

Reports from various good sources state unanimously that an Anglo-Saxon action is planned 
for second half of January.  While some reports suppose action in North Africa others speak 
with certainty of Portuugal.  Please reply by W/T as to what other reports on this subject are to 
hand in Berlin. (AOB, decript number 1344 likely points at a different decoding designated 
ISBA which once stood for: Intelligence Service British Agent) 

6.1.42 Nantes-Paris. (I) request immediate information from Dupont as to whether Roentgen and  
17499 Marco Polo have been trained for S work?  Have they still to be examined?  No information 

can be supplied in Paris. Signed Kersting. 
9.1.42 Madrid-Paris. To Paul (AOB, = Alst Leiter Rudolph) 
834 
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10.1.42 Madrid-Tanger. Gaston – Dupont Ref. your 327 of 5.1.42. We have  
17624 several reports of the same kind among which yours is the most concrete. 

Intentions of the opposite side not yet known at this end.   All reports are of 
interest and are to be forwarded quickly to this end. 

10.1.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont – gasto. Ref. your message 154 (ISOS 17624) 3  
17671 good sources independently of one another all report Gibraltar alert for 15-17 

January. 
10.1.42 Tetuan-Tanger. For Dupont.  Mueller cannot come 200 kilos of baggage  
970 have to be taken along. 
10.1.42 Madrid-Berlin. Zimmer for ZF (AOB, Zimmer = Oberzahlmeister and  
970 ZF is Pago = Zahlmeister = Paymaster)  Dupont can rent suitable appartment 

provided that I purchase complete furnishings including plate and linen for 
65,000 Maroccan francs,  Decision within 24 hrs. Please radio observation. 

12.1.42 Madrid-Berlin. Enzio through Erbe to Heinrich (AOB, at least we can  
811 decuce, that Enzio might once have been Ii (maybe Major Rasehorn) Erbe 

stood for Abwehr I Berlin, Heinrich not yet determined) 
12.1.42 Madrid-Berlin. To Erbe for Drilling for gaton and Zwilling for Kruse  
814 (AOB, Kruse = real name Krüger in Tetuan). Dupont reports:  Enemy 

Intelligence Service (N.D.)(AOB, Nachrichtendienst) destroyed your Marine 
station at Tanger by explosion during the night 12.1.32.  Greek collaborator 
dead wife injured. Martin (AOB, I M Berlin section I) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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12.1.42 Berlin-Madrid. This is the authorise Dupont to rent the apparment buy  
817 the complete furniture including plate and linen for 65,000 Moroccan francs. 
12.1.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont for Gaston to Zwilling, Message identical to with  
17786 Isk 814. 
13.1.42 Tanger-Tetuan. From Dupont.  Please cancel Dupont’s seat in Tetuan- 
17845 Madrid plane for the 14th. 
13.1.42 Tetuan-Madrid. Dupont-Pago. On your journey to Tanger please bring  
17847 with you for Dupont 200,000 francs and 20,000 pesetas. 
13.1.42 Madrid-Tanger. To Dupont.  Jose and Ksekin are leaving Madrid 13.1.42  
17851 by railway. 
13.1.42 Tanger-Casablanca.  On afternoon 14.1.42 Dupont will probably meet  
17891 interpreter who is first Legationssekretär at Cortez’s.  On 11.1.42 coastal observation 

post of your organisation a detached dwelling house was blown up.  Observer fatally 
injured. 

14.1.42 Tetuan –Madrid. Visas for Schneider and Laparta drive  for Dupont  
11445 already approved by Alto Commisarie. 
15.1.42 Tetuan-Tanger.  Sommer (AOB, = alias of the actual Leiter KO Spain in 

Madrid,  
17963 whose reale name is Leissner) has asked for an immediate report on discoveries 

relating to III (AOB, Abwehr III Counter-Espionage) made up to now and for 



all material to hand concerning blowing up the Marinestation to be sent to be 
submitted to the Ambassador. Please call Straubinger in and them come to this 
end with material in order to complete the report at this end. 

16.1.42 Tanger-Tetuan. Please reserve seat in Madrid plane for Dupont 21.1.42  
18028 return 21/1. 
16.1.42 Tanger-Madrid. For Enzio.  Dupont is arriving Madrid 21.1.42 for the  
18030 purpose of consultation. 
16.1.42 Teteuan-Tanger. Seat in plane for Dupont for 23.1.42.  earlier impossible.  
18120 Is it to be booked? 
16.1.42 Tanger-tetuan. Dupont and Straubinger are coming to Tetuan with material on  
18123 17.1.42. 
19.1.42 Tanger-Madrid.  For Enzio.  Dupont will arrive in Madrid 19.1.42 by  
18237 Iberia. 
28.1.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont for Gaston/ NU GA 37 Hugo Leipsziger is  
18945 accepted as worker.  Letter follows, giving details. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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(AOB, On the top right-hand site, Goeritz’s aliases, of which until now mostly being  
maintained: Dupont) 
31.1.42 Tanger-tetuan. From Dupont. A good agnet (V-Mann) who is on trial reports  
19182 that fresh troops are to arrive in Gibraltar 4.2.42 to relieve troops stationed there.  The latter are 

to be transported back to England at once. Sommer (AOB, alias of KO Leiter Spanien, 
Leissner) has not been informed. 

3.2.42 Madrid-Tanger. Enzio – Dupont. What is known your end about  
19182?? Germaine Crispi, 29 Rue Moliere, tanger?  Urgent reply requested. 
5.2.42 Madrid-Berlin. To Erbe for Heinrich (AOB, Erbe is Abwehr I Berlin,  
1676 following the line frequently maintaied: Heinrich once could have stood for I H (Heer = 

Army)) .  Dupont radios ref. GA 37. Message identical with Isos 18945.  
6.2.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont – Enzio. Inform Volmer, Palace Hotel, Room 156 immediately that  
19727 he is to fly direct to tetuan. He will be picked up in Tetuan if necessary yje Hotel Nacional 

there, Volme will leave Madrid by air 7.2.42. 
7.2.42 Madrid-Berlin. Enzio to Erbe for heinrich.  Dupont reports on arrival of Rescue 6.2.42  
1747 unleaded luggage contained dynamite and enemy propaganda.  Explosion when unloading into 

car was being done killed at lleast 6 people and severely wounded 20.  Facts of case are clear.  
Dynakite was to be smuggled in by I.S. from Gibraltar through Tanger along with large 
quantities on enemy propaganda in Arabic. 

8.2.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Gaston.  The burial on 7.2.42 of the 10 Arabs, the vicytims of the  
19842 explosion gave rise to demonstrations followed by hostile acts by the people against the 

English Post Office, English newspaper, the Hotel Minzah, and the English business premisies; 
everywhere window-panes were smashed and the interiors partly demolished and also vehicles 
belonging to the English were overturned. Thereupon state of siege declared.  Strong military 
occupation imposed. Calm ((AOB, Ruhe) was again restored. 
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12.2.42 Tanger-Madrid.  Dupont to Pago (AOB, Paymaster).  We request you to  
20154 bring along the insurance policy car CD 9 (AOB, CD = Corps Diplomatique). 

200,000 francs; 20,000 pesetas. 
12.2.42 Tanger-Madrid  Dupont to Enzio/ ref. your 169 (Isos 19342) germaine  
20185 Crispi cannot be traced. Investigations reveal a scap manufacture Crispi living 

at Rue Moliere 29, with German refugee, probably Jewess. Investigations are 
being continued. 

13.2.42 Tanger-Tetuan. From Dupont.  To Grueger has been set free.  I urgently  
20248 request counter measure. Winzer has been informed. 
14.2.42 Tanger-Tetuan. From Dupont Winzer. Grueger is winding up (AOB,  
20310 Aufrollen) his as quickly as possible. He will most probably vamish (AOB,  
20415 verschwinden) shortly.  Immediate arrest urgently necessay. 
17.2.42 Nantes-St. Jean de Luz.  For G.O. Schmeid (Schmied?) to Dupont. Exchange  
20822 of UE (or: UT) for S can be made.  Please state amount needed. 
20.2.42 Madrid-Tetuan.  To be passed on to Tanger. To Dupont.  Garcia requests  
11751 you if  possible to bring along a considerable quantity of English cigarettes for 

purely (or:my) official purpose;  if necessary with the aid of Dupont. Letter is 
opn its way. 

25.2.42 Tanger-Tetuan. From Dupont.  Request that you reserve a seat in the  
21170 plane from teuan to Tangier for Fernando Ruiz on 2.3.42. 
25.2.42 Tetuan-Tanger. To Dupont. Ref. your 190 (Isos 21170, in casu, the  
21169 foregoing message).  It is inadvisable for this Stelle to book a seat in the plane 

for reasons of camouflage. 
 
 
 

↓ 
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25.2.42 Madrid-Tanger. Enzio to Kruse for Dupont.  Ref. your message of  
21173 19.2.42 (not recd = not received) Married couple Rassis are skillful English agents. Please 

report by W/T if they happen to turn up again. 
26.2.42 Tanger-Tetuan. Dupont is arriving in Tetuan on 27.2.42 at 1000 hours for  
21237 a consultation. 
27.2.42 Madrid-Tanger. Pago (AOB, = Paymaster in Madrid) to Dupont.  
21310 Insurance policy is not at our end. (AOB, in unserem Besitz) 
28.2.42 Tanger-Madrid. From Dupont.  Journey can no longer be postponed will  
21369 arrive at your end 2.3.42. 
28.2.42 Tanger-Madrid. For Enzio.  Dupont arrives Madrid 2.3.42. 
21399 
6.3.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Gaston.  Since the visit arranged has been  
22036 postponed until the middle of April in acccordance with G.A. 50 I urgently request your assent 

to Berger’s (AOB, Dupont’s secretary/misstres) service journey leave. 
13.3.42 Madrid-Berlin. Dupont to Erbe (AOB, = Abwehr I in Berlin) for Gaston.  
3753 As the proposed visit has been postponed till the middle of April urgently request permission 

for duty journey and leave for Frl. Berger. 
16.3.42 Tanger-Madrid. Our message 540 (Isos 22666) Please do not book seat in plane to Berlin  
22667 earlier than 25.3.42 as I have not a seat to Madrid until 24.3.42.  
16.3.42 Tanger-Tetuan. From Dupont.  XZ. Please book and send air ticket for Madrid for 21.3.42.  
22663 Dupont’s duty journey authorised by Berlin. 
16.23.42 Tetuan-Tanger. Mueller to Dupont and Kruse .  In so far as mail meant for us is sent to the  
2262 Consulate, please make this clear by a large M. 
16.3.42 Tanger-Tetuan From Dupont. Please keep plane ticket for 24.3.42. 
22792 
(AOB, date and its corresponding  “Isos succeesion numbering” might sometimes not correlate and is  
confusing you, but please notice: that this indicated that this had been caused by difficulties encountered during  
decrypting; hence, causing enivitable delays in time (and therefore its succession numbering)) 
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18.3.42 Enzio to Dupont. Seat in plane is at disposal for 25th. 
22830 
19.3.42 Tanger-Madrd. Dupont to Enzio.  I shall be in Madrid 24.3.42.  According to your 

reservation  
22943 is day of flight from Madrid 25th, staying the night at Barcelona, or can one now fly from 

Madrid to Berlin in one day? 
20.3.42 Madrid-Tanger. Enzio to Dupont.   Ref. your 547 (Isos 22934 (AOB, thus foregoing telegram)  
23001 Through flight Madrid-Berlin. 
21.3.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Gaston.  Dupont will arrive in berlin on 25.3.42 with courier  
23070 luggage.  If possible have have him met by Blum.  Please inform Nuernber (Nürnberg). (AOB, 

please be aware that this was his home-town) 
22.3.42 Tetuan-Tanger. To Dupont. Does Larios need sensitised paper for photostats or for  
23177 photos?   
31.3.42 Madrid-Tanger. Enzio to Dupont. Gaston radios:  Gaston and Dupont are flying to Madrid on  
24043 9.4.42.  Dupont on 10.4.42 to Tanger.  Gaston is coming to Tanger on 13.4.42. 
8.4.42 Madrid-Tanger. Enzio to Dupont.  I confirm seat in plane for Roederer for 23.4.42. 
24565  
11.4.42 Tanger-Tetuan. Am arriving on 11.4.42 about 1030. 
24774 
12.4.42 Tanger-Tetuan. Dupont reports his return from duty journey. 
24863 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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13.4.42 Tanger-Tetuan. From Dupont.  Please hasten issue of entry permit for AD LFU Pheiffer and  
24925 wife Concgkcoon (?) Tovar De Pheiffer. (AOB, meant might have been a cover name for 

Pheiffer’s mistress Frl. Hilde Gersdorf) Applicaion was made to the High Commissioner by the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Madrid in telegram No. 207 of 23.3.42. Request information by 
W/T. 

13.4.42 Tetuan-Tanger. Moruno (AOB, is an alias of Krüger (Kruse)) to Dupont. We still have not  
25717 received the Red Cross aid due from your people for the month of April at the rate of 26% on 

your salaries.  We have to had it over the complete to the Stuetzpunktleiter (Stützpunktleiter), 
please send in immediately. 

14.4.42 Tanger-Tetuan. From Dupont.  Ref. your 159 (not received)  All plans hand over. No more at 
hand here.  Written report follows. 

14.4.42 Tanger-Tetuan. Ref. you 156 (Isos 25717).  Dupont makes a considerable subscription to the  
25698 Winter relief Fund (AOB, Winterhilfswerk; a social relief organisation, also operating in 

occupied countries) and the Red Cross in Germany.  According to letter 3.3.42 a subscription is 
to be sent in with the monthly account, commencing with April.  Monthly account for April 
will be sent in at the end of the month. Sum Berner (?) will be sent at the next opportunety. 

15.4.42 To Dupont.  Carcia reminds you to sent the 2000 cigarettes ordered on 5.3.42 and which are  
25109 meant for service use. Speedy remittance is requested. 
15.4.42 Tanger-Casablanca.  From Cortez. 1 Org. (AOB, Organisation) Dupont will arrive  
23829 tomorrow 16.4.42 at midday. 
 
 

 
↓ 

 
 
 

↓ 
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16.4.42 Casablanca-Madrid. Gerard to Madrid for Sommer (AOB, alias of Leiter KOSp.in  
25078 Madrid, his real name Leissner).  According to a W/T message which has just come in from  
25094 Tanger,  Dupont desires to come to this end (AOB, = Madrid) on Thursday the day when Volpi  

(AOB, = alias of Adm. Canaris the Amtschef of the Amt Ausland/Abwehr) If notordered by 
Berlin he is urgently requested to stay away. Inform Dupont without delay. 

16.4.42 Tanger-madrid. From Dupont. Ref. your 239 (Isos 25106) Cigarettes obtained for Garcia sent  
25702 off to your end about 20.3.42. 
29.4.42 Tanger-Madrid. From Dupont. To Sommer for Wilhelm. Wilhelm’s passport found.  Will  
26065 be sent after him on 30.4.42. 
3.5.42 Tanger-Casablanca. From Cortez. 1 Org.   After thorough investigation of the Boris L.  
26503 affair it is quite certain that the letter is a forgery.  Request following information for Dupont 

for purposes of carrying out perchases for the reich: Are French francs the only legal tender in 
Algiers or Moroccan francs also ditto for Oran? 

7.5.42 Tetuan-Tanger. Kruse and Dupont.  Please rario to this endwar decorations by personnel of  
26838 your Stelle. 
9.5.42 Tanger-Tetuan. Dupont has Iron Cross, second class (AOB, = EK II) Frontkämpferkreuz and  
26085 bar to the Iron Crosss (AOB, Spange?) of 1939. 
11.5.42 Madrid-Tanger. Jose to Dupont. Did Dupont receive the bar to Iron-Cross in service of the  
27223 Abw (Abwehr)? 
12.5.42 Tanger-Madrid. For Jose (AOB, likely a Frl. Secretary)  Ref. your 260. (Isos 27223). Dupont  
27224 received bar to the Iron Cross on active service on the western front as orderly officer. 
15.5.42 Tanger-Madrid. From Dupont. V-Mann Georg with DU 58 reported, Is staying at prsent in  
27486 Berlin, Hotel Adlon. (AOB, one of the best hotel’s of Berlin, now and then, located nearly 

adjacent to the Brandenburgertor) request early visit. 
15.5.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Pago (AOB, = Paymaster).  We request information by W/T  
27393 regarding arrival of Karl Tietzt, also decision concerning salaries of Dupont, Berger (AOB, Dr. 

Goetitz’s misstres  Frl. Secretary?) Hefter. 
 
 

↓ 
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19.5.42 Tanger-Tetuan. From Manolo. Dupont. Our own affair has been settled.  Dupont affair has  
27736 not yet been carried out because no information has as yet been given by “Hintermänner”.  Is 

Manolo to await information at this end or to return to Tetuan? 
20.5.42 Tanger-Madrid. To Enzio, Pago and service message. It is urgently requested that messages  
27859 destined for Dupont be headed Kruse for Dupont. 
22.5.42 Madrid-Tanger. To Dupont, Permit journey to this end 920 (AOB, visa number). 21.5.42 Karl 

Tietz. 
28030 
23.5.42 Tanger-Tetuan. From Manolo.  Dupont.  The Spaniard envisaged for the period of emergency  
28074 is not a W/T operator.  At least 4 weeks will be required for his training.  Dupont asks for other 

proposals from Larios today, 23.5.42.  22.5.42’s attemps unsatisfactory.  Cannot be repeated 
till night of 24.5.42. 

1.6.42 Tanger-Tetuan. Moruno (AOB, = Krüger @ Kruse) to Dupont. Tietz’s entry visa lodged  
28824 in No. 920/42 on May 21st. 
1.6.42 Tetuan-Tanger. Moruno to Dupont.  Tietz’s entry visa was issued here on May 29th. 
28841 
1.6.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Pago. Entry permit for Tietz was issued here on 29th May.  
28846 Despatch Tietz immediately.  
2.6.42 Berlin-Madrid. Martin (AOB, = I M within Abwehrabteilung I) to Mago (AOB, = Pago?) for  
10227?? Goeritz (= Dupont). Report whether Willi Pietsch who is to be seconded to Control 

Inspectorate (AOB, KI Afrika) has already been taken by WBK (AOB, 
Wehrbezirkskommando) and if so by which? 

3.6.42 Madrid-Tanger. Sommer to Dupont. Berlin request information: (Remainder identical  
29059 with 10227 next above). 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
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4.6.42 Tanger-Madrid. From Dupont. Ref. your 11(Isos 29059).  Willi Pietsch seized by WBK.  
29061 Karlsruhe, Baden. 
4.6.42 Madrid-Berlin. Dupont to Erbe (AOB, = Abwehr I Berlin) for Gaston. Willi Pietsch taken by  
10340 W(ehr) B(ezirks) K(ommando) Karlsruhe, Baden. 
4.6.42 Berlin Madrid. Martin to Mago.  For Stelle Dupont.  Brueckner (AOB, Admiral Brückner)  V- 
10345 Leute ready to start,  Journey with Swiss passports via Paris to Madrid.  Provison of entry 

permit for Tanger will be carried out in accordance with agreementm through Stelle Dupont in 
Madrid, Inform us when arrival in Madrid is desired. 

5.6.42 Madrid-Tanger. Message next above relayed. 
29186* 
6.6.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont for Martin (= I M) and Mago.  Ref. your No. 13. Dupont requests that  
29216 Herr and Frau Brueckner be despathched at once. Dupont is arriving in Madrid on 18th June for 

purpose of arranging ‘slipping through’. (AOB, Durchschlüpfen) 
7.6.42 Tanger-Madrid ref. your No. 14.  Our No. 30 is intended for Martin (AOB, = Section  I M in  
29243 Berlin) 
7.6.42 Madrid-Berlin. To Erbe (AOB, Abwehr Section I, in Berlin) for Martin. Martin message 118  
10619 (Isk 10345) Dupont requests that the married couple mentioned be despatched immediately so 

that they may be ‘slipped on’(AOB, in?) Dupont is arriving in Madrid on the 18th June. 
7.6.42 Madrid-Berlin. To Erbe for Martin. Ref Martin 39 (Isk 10227). Dupont reporrts that Pietsch  
10620 has been seized by WBK Karlsruhe-Baden. 
8.6.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Gaston.   Our No. 30 (Isos 29061) was intended for Martin. 
29400 
12.6.42 Madrid-Algeciras. Dupont to Cesar. On 14.6.42 “worker” Fernando Ruiz will arrive by  
29400 ship from Tanger. Will identify himself by letter and safe conduct. Request full assistance. 
 
 
 
(AOB,* this indicates that a different cypher being involved, what is quite understandable, as Madrid used  
machine ciphering like Enigma, whereas Tanger and Tetuan used hand-cipers; implying a different service  
organisation for decoding; the solution is to be find in the message of 7.6.42 where we definitely learn that the  
‘10345’ concerns Isk of which we know now concerns ‘machine decoding’ (= Isk))  
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12.6.42 Madrid-Tanger. Sommer (AOB, alias of the KO Leiter in Madrid, real name Leissner) to  
29691 Dupont.  Martin advises Brueckner V-Leute depart Berlin 11th from Paris after settlement of 

passport formalities on the 17th or 18th, Paul (AOB, alias of Alst Leiter Obstlt. Rudolph in 
Paris) is to inform this end of arrival in Madrid. V-Leute stay at Hotel Capitol, Madrid. Have 
room engaged. Wire arrival of Dupont. 

12.6.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Cesar. Worker Fernando Ruiz will arrive on Sunday 14th by ship  
29692 from Tanger.  Will identify himself by letter and safe conduct.  Request for full assistance. 
126.42 Wiesbaden-Marseilles, Alfons, Egon to Gerhard. V-Leute Ponter sent off on 11.6.  Probably  
33735 arriving in Madrid on 18.6.  Dupont has been informed and is amking arrangements for them to 

take up employment. 
12.6.42 Tetuan-Tanger. Moruno to Dupont. Request information whether agents 928 and 929  
29687 have been attended to and precise details about them. 
12.6.42 Tetuan-Tanger. To Dupont, Ref. our letter of 15/5. February voucher 2,000 pesetas still not  
29688 reached here.  Request immediate settlement. 
12.6.42 Tanger-Tetuan.  From Dupont.  Molino requests 6,000 francs advance, repayment 1,000 

francs per month.  Please raio reply. 
 
 

 
 
↓ 

 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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12.6.42 San Sebastian-Madrid. Garcia to Tanger, Dupont, Süd Express, Madrid with through  
29684 connection Berlin. Make sleeper reservations for the 19th/20th /6 radio agreement.  If possible 

send some bottles of wisky with Frl. Berger (Dupont’s misstres) for urgent service purposes. 
13.6.42 Madrid-Tanger. Message next above relayed. 
29810 
13.6.42 Tanger-Madrid. From Dupont. Ref. your 32 (?21 = Isos 29691). Dupont arriving Madrid  
29835 on 18th. Set Paul (Paris) (AOB, Alst Leiter Obstlt. Rudolph) to pass on to Bürckner V-Leute 

accordingly, as quickly as possible. Please make reservations for Dupont’s return flight on June 
22nd without fail. 

14.6.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Enzio.  Ref. your message of the 13th June retained as originally  
29894 booked. 
15.6.42 Madrid-Tanger. Pago (AOB, KO Madrid Paymaster) to Dupont.  Ticket to frontier for Berger,  
30086 (AOB, Goeritz’s/Frl. Berger, his misstres) was procure by Enzio.  Continuation of journey is 

being arranged for by Garcia.  
15.6 42 Madrid-Tanger. Sommer to Dupont. Paul (AOB, = Leiter Alst Obstlt. Rudolph) advises that  
30087 married couple Brueckner are arriving in Madrid on morning of the 18th.  Berlin expert is 

known to agents as Heeyer.  Leiter NON (or KON) as Consul. 
18.6.42 Lisbon-Madrid.  Ciro to Sommer for Dupont, Maurice Donal Mackintoscg Falconer, English  
11387 passport No. 1281/32 issued Lisbon 5.7.32, born in Aberdeen 18.3.1907; also James Ramsay, 

English passport C.2868 issued 28.8.36 born Banchory 19.7.1905, are travelling on 19/6 from 
Lisbon to Tanger via Spain.  Both were involved in a leading capacity in the revolutionary 
movement here.  Very dangerous customers.  

19.6.42 Madrid-Tanger. To Kruse for Dupont. Message next above relayed 
30632  
23.6.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Gaston.  Ref. enclosure? DU 248 of 20th May. Friedrich Nass, ex- 
30966 foreign legionary, is traveling to germany by transport column from Madrid on 24th or 27th 

June. Inform Pollmann that he is suspected of espionage as connection with Ellis has been 
proved. 

24.6.42 Madrid-Berlin. Message next above relayed 
11877 (Isk) 
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24.6.42 Madrid-Tanger. Enzio to Dupont. Please inform us by W/T, whether a Serge Zissmann is  
31007 known at your end. 
24.6.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Enzio. Ref, your message No. 31 (Isos 31007) Serge Zissmann  
31092 was here at Tanger in August 1941 and April 1942. Wanted to negotiate purchase from 

German authorities in Biarrtiz and Bordeaux.  Pollmann has the files. 
29.6.42 Sommer to Kruse for Dupont.  Please book a seat for Regierungsrat Carganico in the plane  
31542 from Tanger Tanger to Madrid, 14th July. Ticket available. 
2.7.42 Madrid-Tanger. Gaston Jnr. (AOB, likely Gaston’s deputy or assistant)  to Dupont.   Send to  
31791 Enzio immediately De Gaulle propaganda material in Spanish and French. Send a great deal of 

the ?? ind? 
2.7.42 Madrid-Berlin. Werner, Dupont to Erbe (AOB, = Abteilung I in Berlin). Ausland/Abwehr for  
12607 Aussenstelle Rome Obstlt Helfrich (AOB, Leiter Ast. Rome and/or Italy).  Excecution of task 

assigned requires stay at Tanger.  I arrive 9/7 same aerodrome (AOB, Flughafen) 
3.7.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Gaston Jnr.  Ref. your 35 (Isos 31791) De Gaulle proppaganda  
32071 material will be despatched by first courier opportunity Saturday or Tuesday.  
4.7.42 Tetuan-Tanger. Moruno (AOB, = Kruse, alias of Krüger) to Dupont.  Request report whether  
31940 X .works for you;  he claims to be working for Abw.: and whether you know contact Y. 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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4.7.42 Tetuan-Tanger. Moruno to Dupont. Regf. Our 213(Isos 31940). X is Wilmer; Y is Hoppert. 
31941 
5.7.42 Tanger-tetuan. From Dupont.  X does not work for Dupont. Claims to have assignment from  
32158 Ast Stuttgart.  He contacted Y on this account, a fact of which Dupont is aware.  Dupont 

intends to work with Y in future; has, however, given him express permission to perform the 
assignment given by him by X. 

7.7.42 Madrid-Tetuan. To Moruno and Kruse (AOB, Moruno = Kruse!), Tanger.  Entry visa for  
12903(Isk) Tetuan and Tanger for Regierungsrat Carganico was applied for from this end 14 days ago.  
32211 Alta Comisaria has not replied.  Please intervene at once at your end so that authorisation can 

be telegraphed to this end, as Carganico must leave here by air on 10/7. Inform Dupont. 
8.7.42 Madrid-Tanger. Gaston to Dupont.   For whom is W/T message No. 84 of 1/7/42 (Isos 31740)  
32255 intended? Matter unknown to Erbe (AOB, Abwehr I, Berlin)  and in Rome. 
8.7.42 Tanger-Madrid.   Dupont to Gaston.   Message from investigation of I Luft (I L). More precise  
32303 information regarding departure of Werner not possible. 
15.7.42 Berlin-Madrid.  Gaston to Dupont.  Ref. Fremdenlegionaer Nass in re FS (AOB, FS = pointing  
166 (ISBA) at a telex or teleprint message) from Sabine (AOB, W/T station of KO Madrid) No. 766 (Isk 

11877)(AOB, this shows clearly, that the usage of the expression FS is virtually meant, but it 
actually was maintained by meanse of W/T, as Isk decrypt indicates) Details concerning Nass’ 
dealings with Ellis are urgently required for interrogation by Pollmann. Rendezvous on which 
days, when, where, how long, whether own observation or through agent. 

16.7.42 Madrid-Tanger.  Message next above relayed. 
164 
16.7.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Gaston.  Ref. uour 44 (Isba 164).  The original document from  
165 Bureau Ellis in which Friedrich Nass is named as a candidate for the British Army was sent 

over with enclosure DU 248. Further details not at hand. 
25.7.42 Tetuan-Tanger. From Dupont. Dupont is not returning before 16 hours, perhaps later. 
33590 
25.7.42 Tetuan-Ceuta. Dupont, Moruno to Moruno. Dupont is here. He urgently wishes to have a 

discussion with Moruno.  He requests you to state whether meeting will be in Tetuan or Ceuta. 
25.7.42 Tetuan-Ceuta. From Moruno, Dupont.  Inform Moruno that Dupont expects Moruno to  
33639 dinner at Casa Julian at midday today. 
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25.7.42 Madrid-Tanger. Gaston to Dupont. Assistant Alexander Petersen has service passport No. II  
33653 3995/40. Please apply for visa for Tanger. Petersen will be in Madrid on 14.8.42. 
26.7.42 Madrid-Tanger. Gaston to Dupont.   Speeding up of Petersen’s departure is being attempted.  
33707 Departure depands on obtaining visa for Morocco.  Data: Alexander Petersen, born 2.1.1906, in 

Hamburg. 
27.7.42 Berlin-Madrid. Amt.Ausland/Abwehr Adj./A.Adj./A. to Sommer.  Ref. Our FS 4124/42 of  
14558(Isk) 15.7.42.  In connection with above mentioned W?T message adda 7th suggestion Oblt. Goering. 
27.7.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Enzio. Assistant Alexander Petersen is coming as Dupont;s deputy  
33819 while the latter is on leave.  Born Hamburg 2.1.06 holds passport II.3995/40. Please apply for 

entry visa to Morocco immediately.  Greatest speed necessary Petersen is arriving by 14/8.  
Book seat in plane to this end for 17.8. 

27.7.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Gaston, ref yours 56 and 58 (Isos 33653). (AOB, this proves again  
33821 that message weren’t 1 to 1 reproduced, as otherwise these numbers we should have 

encountered before, which we did not) Entry visa for Alexander Petersen applied for.  Will be 
settled by 14.8.  Seat in plane Madrid-Tanger booked for 17/8. 

29.7.42 Madrid-Tanger. Pago (AOB, = Paymaster in Madrid) to Dupont. According new instructions 
from ZF (AOB, ZF = Zahlung-und-Finanzen, general financial authority).  French francs may 
no longer be used for purchase of Moroccan francs.  The purchase veto does not extend to 
personal and material needs of your Nebenstelle (AOB, = Nest) 

30.7.42 Madrid-Tanger. Sommer (AOB, = alias of Leiter KO Spain, real name Leissner) to Dupont.  
34098 Martin communicates: Since Pietsch os a former Foreign Legionary, calling up can only take 

place with his agreement. Signify this to this end by W/T message.(AOB, Funkbericht) 
30.7.42 Madrid-Tanger. Dupont to Martin (AOB, = Abwehr I section I M, Berlin).  Ref. your 63(Isos  
34096 34098) Willi Pietsch definitely confirms herewith his agreement to calling up. Please expedite 

matter. 
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5.8.42? Madrid-Tanger. Gaston- to Dupont. Petersen is travelling with Ministrial Passport No. 2251  
34684 issued by the german Foreign Office on 30.7.42. The entry visa for Tanger is to be prepared by 

your end for issue in Madrid. 
6.8.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Enzio. Ref our 129 (Isos 33819).  We are informed that Petersen is  
34766 travelling with Ministrial Passport No. 2251 – issued by Ministry of Foreign Affair (AOB, 

Auswärtiges Amt) on 30.7.42 – instead of a Service Pass.  Please rectify application for 
Spanish Moriocco accordingly. 

11.8.42 Madrid-Tanger. To Dupont Ref. your message 145 of the 8th (not received) Number of  
35063 application is 1578 of 29/7. 
11.8.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Sommer and Gaston. Original telegrams of 7th/8th from American  
35113 legation Tanger, to American Consul in Tunis reads in orginal: “Situation Malta grave. Urgent 

need foodstuffs. Following from Henderson for Booth. Endeavour buy available food and run 
it to Malta by Maltese or any other suitable craft. Sums expended will be credited to you in 
London or New York as you desire and based on tonnage reaching Malta.  Reply via Doolittle 
to feasibility.”  Signature Childs. Original text here to hand. 

13.8.42 Madrid-Tanger. Enzio to Dupont. Petersen arrives here on 14/8. Will continue his journey his  
35563 journey on 17/8.  Entry permit for your end still not to hand. Please procure it later. 
14.8.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Enzio.  Application of Petersen’s entry arrived in Tetuan today.  
35636 Intimation by wire to Madrid requested. 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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16.8.42 Madrid-Tanger. Gaston to Dupont. Congratulations on your second star. 
35771 
16.8.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Andreas. On 10.8 a secret document was sent by courier post via  
35711 Madrid to Erbe for Andreas (AOB, Erbe was Abwehr I, Berlin, and Andreas represented I L or 

I M there). This is to be handed to Hptm. von Lossow. 
17.8.42 Madrid-Tanger.  Enzio to Dupont/  Petersen arrives today 17.8.42. 
35968 
17.8.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Enzio.  Please book sleeper for 23.8.42 and inform Garcia that  
36089 Dupont will be passing through San sebastian on the morning of 28.4.42. 
17.8.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Gaston.  Petersen arrived in Tanger 17.8.42. Dupont will probably  
36090 leave on 22.8.42 and will arrive on the evening of 24.8.42 in Paris. 
18.8.42 Madrid-Berlin. Dupont to Gaston. Petersen arrived in Tanger on 22.8.42 (AOB, this cannot  
15989(Isk) be correct) and Dupont will probably leave on the 22.8.42 abd arrive in Paris on the evening of 

24.8.42.  
19.8.42 Tanger-Tetuan. Please fetch the air ticket reserved for Dupont for 22.8.42 from Iberia by 12  
36186 hrs on the 19th at the latest and please pay for it. 
23.8.42 Madrid-Tanger. Alfons, Martin, Sommer (AOB, Martin = I M Abwehr Berlin, Sommer =  
36606 Leiter KO Spain in Madrid) to Dupont. Pietsch caled up for 20.8.42 by W(her) B(ezirkskreis) 

Ausland). Call order and other documents will be delivered to your end by courier . 
Employment with K(ontroll) I(nspektion) A(frika) cannot take place. Musterung and medical 
examination must be carried out at KIA. Inform Gebhardt.  

25.8.42 Tetuan-Tanger. From Moruno. (groups lost) For Kruse (AOB, Moruno = Kruse!)  Earliest  
37162 possible use of the transmitter belonging to Dupont required in Ceuta as at present there is non 

or an inadequate link Ceuta-Madrid.  In re Bodden (AOB, Bodden was a party which 
maintained an Infra-Red barrier between North-Africa and the Spanish mainland. This causing 
a turmoil and a British response, first laying a British vessel across the IR beam, and also 
diplomatic pressure finally causing the expell of the Bodden group. But it took rather long 
before these men left Spain!) immeduiate assistance necessary.  Dupont has authorised 
employment of the set. Set can be taken to Ceuta onlt by CD car (AOB, Corps Diplomatique)  
When can it arrive with the set and take Manolo with it to Ceuta?  
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25.8.42 Ceuta-Tetuaan. Igles(ias) to Manolo.   Can Dupont set be put into use and when? Haste is  
36927 highly necessay as Madrid often does not hear Ceuta. (AOB, might they have to consider 

propagations?) 
25.8.42 Tetuan-Ceuta. From Manolo. Your 70 (Isos 36927).  Dupont has made set available.  I shall  
36958 probably arrive at your end tomorrow with the set accompanied by Kruse. 
29.8.42 Tanger-Madrid. From Dupont (AOB, he was at the time in Germany, but Dupont pointed at  
37910 the Tanger station than of Dr. Goeritz’s existance) It is reported that Churchill presumably on a 

return joureyto the East, stayed at the Hotel bristoll during his stay at Gibraltar.  
1.9.42 Tanger-Madrid. From Dupont, Our message 209 inadvertently sent to your end. It was not  
17511(Isk) Duponts’s marginal note to Kruse. 
5.9.42 Berlin-Madrid. Amt Ausland/Abwehr ADJ.?ZA to Sommer. The following received the  
17511(Isk) Kriesverdienstkreuz 2nd class with Swords (AOB, mit Schwerten) on 1.9.42. Obstlt, v. 

Rohrscheidt, Obstlt Rudolf (AOB, + Recke = Moruno = Kruse …), Oblt. Goering, Sdf. 
Kuehlenthal (AOB, stationed in Madrid,  he was half Jewish, but made Arier on behalf of the 
Abwehr against represion by the SD), Sdf. Canaris (AOB, also Madrid, but not equal to 
Admiral Canaris), Consul Rüggeberg (AOB, in Barcelona, a friend of OSTRO) Angestellter 
Garbe, Mitarbeiter Gensorowski. 

16.9.42 Tetuan-Tanger. To Dupont. Ref 343. Papers from enemy writing desk at this end. 
38853  
7.10.42 Madrid-Tanger. From Gaston. Dupont is arriving probably on 14.10.42 
41338 
13.10.42 Madrid-Tanger. Dupont to Dupont. Owing to the handling over of the service car, Rueckert  
41848 will be delayed for a few days. 
13.10.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont Jnr (AOB, likely Dupont’s deputy or assistant) to Dupont.  Dupont’s  
41850 return journey by air has been booked for 16th to Madrid.  Please reply whether service 

business can be handed over in Madrid on the 17th.  
 

End of section 1 
next 

Section 2 
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2.11.42 Madrid-Tanger. Schuchmannm Born, Somoza (AOB, Somoza, after Sommer they changed  
43590 over to a new alias of the KO Leiter in Madrid, his real name still is: Leissner), for Dupont, ref. 

your 51 (Isos 45433)  Aussenstelle Le Havre forwards urgent message, Meeting of Pappel and 
Schuchmann before departure, in Media (AOB, Media and Metro were both covernames for 
Madrid) or San Sebastian, is urgently desired. Please answer.  

3.11.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont for Born for Le Havre. (AOB, French port on the Mouth of the River  
43591 Seine) Departure Pappel 3rd I suggest meeting Schuchmann Dupont in Media 11th, Duont is 

subsequently going to Casablanca.  
4.11.42 Tanger-Madrid. For Marques. Ref. our letter 2/11. No. 12 (not received) House purchase in  
43703 Tanger. The Princess declared in today’s discussion that she would only travel in company 

with Lucie Leborgne Palacios, who has applied together with ger for a laissez-passer. In 
agreement with Dupont I request you to obtain immediately laisser-passer for  the latter 
(Palacios) as well as send it to this end by next courier, Inform us when you have obtained it.  
Princess now insists on payment of 15000 pesetas in spite of the fact that terms of the 
agreement ate not specified. In thiis connectyion she proposes to induce me to De Billy in Paris 
at the beginning of december and to obtain a direct tenancy agreement for me. I suggest that 
you pay the amount of pesetas in any casem as otherwise the house (object) will certainly go to 
Americans, and arrange redezvous in Paris. Decision is urgently requested.  

5.11.42 Tanger-Tetuan. Please book for 10/11 air-ticket .. please .. collect it from Iberia office Sevilla  
44755 and send it to Tanger. 
7.11.42 Madrid-Tanger.  From Schuchmann to Dupont.  Arriving on morning of 11th in Madrid. 
43916 Rendez-vous at Sommer’s (AOB, most likely meant Sommer’s appartment in Madrid) 
9.11.42 Tanger-Madrid. For Paul Born from Dupont,  Please inform Schuchmann that journey is not  
21567(Isk) possible at present.  
9.11.42 Ceuta-Tetuan. Will Dupont please bring the set here as soon as possble as it is urgently  
44149 needed.(AOB, strange because they should have got several weeks ago). 
12.11.42 Madrid-Tanger. For Dupont from Gaston. In the situation that has rissen as result of the entry  
21970(Isk) of German troops into occupied France, these elements especially who have revealed 

themselves by work, against the Axis powers, will attempt illegially to cross the green frontier 
into neutral countries.(AOB, like via the Spainsh – French Pyrenees) Special attention is 
therefore to be given to those now entering neutral states and their connections. 
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15.11.42 Tanger-Tetuan. Dupont for Rodolfo. Please have Major Christmann send the  car papers MA  
44634 56656 by courier to Dupont. 
44635 
16.11.42 Tanger-madrid. From Dupont for Somoza and Gaston.  Spanish chief of Police Tanger reports  
22355(Isk)* on 16/11 that by reason of an agreement with Spanish Stellen in Madrid, the American landing-

troops in french Morocco will not cross the north of the river Sebu. 
*(AOB, strange normally Tanger used manual coding, whereas Isk implies machine coding, this Enigma coding) 
17.11.42 Madrid-Tanger DON I (AOB, = Obstlt. Borscheid) to Dupont.  Your friend has received visa  
22416(Isk)* (for journey) to your end.  Will leave by plane on Thursday 19.11.42 if no order to the contrary 

is received from you.  Arrival at your end 1310 hrs. 
*(AOB, However, when Madrid apparently is sending Isk messages into the direction of Tanger, they 

themselves must possess also an Enigma machine; the next message proves this clearly) 
17.11.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Don Primero,  ref. message No. 15/17.  Send friend. Is to fly to  
22482(Isk) Tetuan direct and fetch instructions waiting in the German Consulate there. 
17.11.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Gaston, A reliable worker reports that the Anglo-Saxon service has  
277(ISBA) set an 14 Arabs, proteges of the English to make a reconnaissance of the aerodroms in Spanish 

Morocco.  Spanish authorities are aware of this and fear that subordinate officials 
(Unterorgane) set on to oppose theos reconnaissance have likewise been bribed by the IS and 
will not counteract it. 

 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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19.11.42 Madrid-Tanger. Don I to Kruse for Dupont. Stock will leave for your end by plane on Friday  
22604(Isk) 20th. 
24.11.42 Melilla-Tetuan. (number of groups corrupt). Dupont. Request communication whether  
45385(Isos) Kapitaen is in Tanger or has left (remainder missed). 
25.11.42 Tetuan-Melilla. Dupont for Major Chritsmann. Gebhard left on 14th November probably for  
23246 Germany. 
29.11.42 Tanger-Tetuan. Re. your message 369 (not received) Dupont arriving 30.11.42 at abour 11  
23586(Isk) hours, Please notify Frankfurter as quickly as possible, 
30.11.42 Madrid-Tanger. Humberto (AOB, likely KOSpain)  to Kruse. Kern and Stricker are arriving  
23704(Isk) on Wednesday, Goeritz (AOB, = Dupont!) is to bring along with him an urgent letter for Humberto. 
2.12.42 Lisbon-Madrid via Nauen. (AOB, you have to understand the sky-wave propagation, it quite  
292(ISBA) often happens, that the direct wave cannot reach the counter station, but that somewhere North  
292(ISBA) of Berlin Nauen receives the signal and concludes that no communication takes place. In such 

circumstance it acts as a relaying station, and Nauen being received at the other and as well)  Ludovico 
(AOB, = Leiter KO Portugal in Lisbon, Ludovico von Karsthof(f) was his alias, real name Cremer von 
Auenrode (Kremer von Auenrode)) Ciro. To Somoza (AOB, alias of Leiter KO Spain in Madrid, real 
name Leissner) for Dupont. Bruno De Silva, Portuguese is travelling to Tanger for the English in next few 
days. Silveira known here as a competent IS man.  

3.12.42 Tanger-Madrid. Kruse for Duett (AOB, Duett is Major Wolfgang Abshagen part of Abwehr II  
23971 in Berlin, also using alias Andergast.). Ref our letter No. 963.  Kern and Stricker arived on 2/12. 

Misnister has not acknowledged disciplinary subordination to Dupont and has made an iquiry in Berlin 
men must not take up their duties before confirmation that they are subordinated to him personally. 

3.12.42 Tetuan-Melilla. From Dupont, Moruno. You are urgently requested to get Hptm, Christmann  
46447(Isos) to dispatch the car papers of Ford MA 5/6656 to our end immediately, or to give them to Fernando Ruiz 

to bring with him.  
4.12.42 Tetuan-Ceuta. Moruno to Dupont.  Inform me wich number your W/T set has.  Give  
25237(Isk) numbers of Transmitters, receiver, and mains-eliminator separately. 
 
6.12.42 Tetuan=Tanger. Moruno and Christmann to Dupont. Ford car still without papers,  
24237(Isk) nevertheless had its numbers taken when crossing the frontier. Car was brought at Garage Ferrucci Taza. 
8.12.42 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Somoza for Don I/ Belgian Mme, Betty Metsu will arrive in Hotel  
24538(Isk) Aragon, Madrid on the 8th December with German alien passport/ She is a former collaborator of 

Dupont’s. Please send her on to Belgium, as quickly as possible, Obtain asfar as possible through railway 
tickets and give her only a little cash. 
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8.12.42 Madrid-Tanger. From Chef Zwilling (AOB, = Abwehr Chef Obst. Lahousen, Chef II in  
24539(Isk) Berlin). Somoza. In accordance with decisionof Amtschef (AOB, = Admiral Canaris, head of 

Amt Ausland/Abwehr), the Wachkommando has been placed under Rittmeister Goering (AOB, 
he was related to the Goering family) for disciplary purpose. In case of any difficulty should 
arise from this fact, Amtschef intends to recall of the Wachkommando.(AOB, it was just 
Goering’s family relation that had influenced this decision) 

9.12.42 Tanger-Tetuan. From Dupont. Arques reports that Estella is sailing today from Tanger to  
24678(Isk) Lisbon. Have V-Mann interviewed at your end. Send number of cover-name to us(?) and to 

Madrid. 
19.12.42 Madrid-Tanger. Received today from Chef Duett (AOB, = Obst. Lahousen, Leiter Abt. II, in  
25643(Isk) Berlin).   Ref. disciplinary subordination (44 letters corrupt) decision of Amtschef, 

Wachkommando Pantheria (AOB, region Tanger) is subordinated for disciplinary purposes to 
Rittmeoster Goering.  Written advice from Berlin follows.  In addition oral (28 letters corrupt) 
that man at this end are no longer to be sent over. I shall (15 letters corrupt) Stricker (rest 
corrupt)(AOB, It is quite evident that someone had intervened) 

19.12.43 Madrid-Tanger. From Humberto (AOB, KO Spain, in Madrid). Somoza.  Following W/T  
25613(Isk) message has been received from Duett (AOB, = Major Wolfgang Abshagen, Abt. II, Berlin) 

via Humberto: Secret. Guillermo (AOB, = cover-name of Admiral Canaris, Leiter  
Ausland/Abwehr, Berlin)  has decided that Kruse’s man are to be recalled.  Only Kern and 
Strickner are to (?) remain with (?) Kruse (approximately 30 letters corrupt).  Both are to be 
employed for (7 letters corrupt) if (145 letters corrupt) be available for possible work.  
Guarding of the naval observation (AOB, please remember: That nearly a year before British 
Action caused the blowing-up of the previous observation site) station does not come into the 
question. Working in of the 2 men with Kruse will be arranged with Kruse by KO Spain  The 
remainder of Kruse’s men are to be shipped back to Duett. (AOB, likely meant Section II, 
Berlin). Humberto will see to the return journey of the men who are in Madrid.  Forward 
answer to eny enquiry concerning exchange of Strickner at once. 

22.12.42 Tetuan-Tanger. Moruno (AOB, = Kruse) to Dupont. Please report to this end Christmas  
25974 allowance of my V-Leute who are sent off by you. 
23.12.42 Tanger-Tetuan, From Kruse. Ref. your 422 (Isk 25974) Each man received 3000 Moroccan  
25995(Isk) francs. 
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23.12.42 Tetuan-Tanger. Moruno to Dupont.   Please report to this end number of transmitter, receiver  
25975(Isk) and eliminator /T set at your end. 
26052(Isk) 
24.12.42 Tanger-tetuan. From Dupont. Ref. your 426 (Isk 25975). Set is outside, and number cannot  
26037 therefore be ascertained at present. 
24.12.42 Melilla-Tetuan …(4 letters missed = ?V) 890 Dupont(?) several letters missed is flying on 2?  
48356(Isos) December to Madrid.  He will call at Embassy in matter of laissez-passer.  Advise Madrid as 

the man has intersting information. Our report ICSUA leaving end today. (AOB, it is becoming 
apparent, that RSS interceptions becoming increasingly more incomplete, this will continue to 
be the case up to the final end of the hostilities. What might causing it is not clear, but 
increasing interference and athmospheric propagation might have strongly contributed to the 
downside)  

30.12.42 Madrid-Lisbon. No. 155. To Ciro. Dpupont will arrive in Lisbon on 9/1. Please book retun  
26775(Isk) flight Lisbon to Tanger on Jan. 12th. KOSp 1211. 
1.1.43 Madrid-Tanger.  Dupont to Ludovico (AOB, = Leiter KO Portugal) for Ciro. Please cancel  
26970(Isk) direct Lisbon-Tanger ticket.  Book (ticket) Lisbon-Madrid for 21/1. 
3.1.43 Madrid-Tanger. To Dupont.  DON II (AOB, Gensorowski) wires: V-Mann Uacal(or Uncal)  
26982(Isk) transferred to Seville. He desires 1000 pesetas advance for emoval expenses which he will  
49164(Isos) repay on arrival at your end. Please signify agreement by W/T message. Reply is urgent. 
4.1.43 Lageciras-Madrid. To Somoza for Dupont.  Car is the sheds of the Customs in  
27038(Isk) Algeciras. The Direccecion General De Aduanas in Madrid must issue instructions to the 

Director of Customs in Algeciras for passage through Spain.  Application must be made by 
Owner.  Advice you to hurry up. 

 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
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5.1.43 Tanger-Madrid. From Dupont for DON II (AOB, = Gensorowski). V-Mann Uncal left our  
27163(Isk) service. Therefore we are not interested in further payment. Oral discussion with DON I (AOB,  
49458(Isos) = Obstlt. Borscheid) in Dupont presebce on 8/1.  
5.1.43 Tanger-Wiesbaden, Cortez to Alfons for Gerard.  Urgent.  Kruse, recently back from Metro  
49394(Isos) (AOB, = Madrid), informed me on the 4th:  KON closed down; it was almost certain that 

Cortez would be subordinated to him in the following manner: Cortez Stelle to be closed down, 
Cortez reports to go as Kruse reports, Cortez V-Leute to be merged in Kruse Stelle. For reasons 
known to Gerard incorporation on these terms is quite impractible.  Subordination to Moruno 
or Kruse (AOB, Kruse = Moruno!) would designate reports as Cortez reports providing for 
close collaboration with Kruse or Dupont in their territories, would be practicable.  If this 
solution, which at least does justice to my position under Gerhard and to the organisation I 
have built up, is not possible, I respectfully request to be relieved.  

8.1.43 Tanger-Tetuan. From Dupont.  Consultation with Larios agreed upon for 7th Jan. at 2200  
27456(Isk) hours. 
9.1.43 San Sebastian-Madrid. DON 2 – Don 1 (AOB, Gensorowski + Obstlt. Borscheid) for  
49973(Isos) Dupont Worker Juncal wishes to work with you again, to Tanger from base Seville. As you 

think well of Junctal and are presumably still interested, I recommended payment of the 100 
pesetas, Have further talk with Gude about his circular enquiry of 2/1/43 with reference to 
Agent Double which in my opinion concerns Juncal. 

11.1.43 Tanger-Wiesbaden, Cortez to Alfons. Re discussion between Sultan, Payton and Glaoui on  
49817(Isos) aerial attacks. Stelle Cortez has its disposal 11 links, (Verbindungen) which work regularly, 

and 3 interrupted for short time, further 6 irregular links, also 1 new regular one to Frisen. This 
does not include the old II links (with) Kurzhaus (Kurhaus?) being worked for Kruse, also 
activists who have been recruited abd made use of for Dupont 2 III links. 

14.1.43 Madrid-Tetuan. From V.B. to Moruno for Brecht.  The transmitter No. 230 left today with  
28972(Isk) Dupont. Damage 1 broken (AOB, defekten or gebrochenen ..) condensor and also cold 

soldered spot (AOB, = kalte Lötstelle) in mains part.  
 
 

↓ 
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14.1.43 Tetuan-Tanger. To Dupont.  Please prepare meeting Larios for this evening 14/1 (23 letters  
28116(Isk) corrupt) 2300? hours. 
15.1.43 Madri-Tanger. In re microphone sets ref. Dupont No. 495 of 14/2, radio further details about  
28137(Isk) microphones. What microphone do you ment?  Sgd. Gaston 
19.1.43 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont for Gaston.   Ref. Gaston 415, Somoza 1243, (Isk 28137), in re  
28538(Isk) microphone. See letter Dupont 282.  
20.1.43 Tetuan-Madrid. To Sabine (AOB, = W/T station designation  KO Spain in Madrid) Ref.  
28699(Isk) Sabine (message) of 22.12.42 and our message 642 of 28.12.42 (Isk 26052 and 26122). Set 

Dupont No. 146(?) with mains appliance 107 (AOB, Netzgerät – Stromversorgung) for use 
elsewhere. 

23.1.43 Tanger-Madrid. Cortez to Gerard.  Ref. Gerard Marques 579. Car matter is being dealt with  
28875(Isk) by Dupont. Decision in the next few days. 
27.1.43 Tanger-Madrid. From Dupont for Gaston. Please send me 10 rolls of photographic-paper for  
29321(Isk) Rectophot printing-set, 10 packets of FOM fine-grain developer and 10 packets for fixing-salt. 
28.1.42 Madrid-Tanger. To Dupont.   Report immediately whether fernando has left Muehle (AOB, is  
29450(Isk) Stelle Kruse at Tetuan).  
28.1.43 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont for Moruno.  Ref. Somoza 1269 (Isk 29450).  Fernando is in  
29452(Isk) Pantheria (AOB, Sector Tanger). 
29.1.43 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont for Gerard.  The Packard (AOB, US manufactured car brand-name)  
29585(Isk) will arrive in Algeciras on 30/1 with French Moroccan number.  It will be necessary to obtain 

permit for transit journey in Madrid in order to collect the car. Key and papers for car at 
Baquara Kusche, Algeciras. 

 
 
 

↓ 
 
 

↓ 
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30.1.43 Madrid-Algeciras. Marques to Tinto. A Packard will arrive from Tanger on 30th Jan.(20 letters  
29656(Isk) corrupt) dispatched with Moroccan number plate by Dupont.  Gibhard its owner, will fetch the 

car personaly at the beginning of the next week. Please store the car until then so that it is not 
stolen.  Papers are with Baquera Kusche Algeciras. 

30.1 43 Algeciras-Madrid.      From Tinto.  Ref. Marques 629 (Isk 26656).  Packard can now be  
29655(Isk) fetched, With weight up to 2000 Kg. if a bank guarantee of 45,000 pesetas is provided, or a 

payment of this sum is made at the customs.  With weight over 2000 Kg. bank guarantee of 
55,000 pesetas. And when not before the end of next week, as the administrator is away. Car is 
Atrati(?) Baquera.  

4.2.43 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont for Ciro.  A special correspondent of the English newspaper Daily  
30199(Isk) Express, by name of Wilkinson, is reported to be leaving Lisa (AOB, = Lisbon)  on the 9th 

February for special reasons on a journey to Pantheria (APB, region Tanger). Can reasons for 
this journey be ascertained at your end? 

7.2.43 Algeciras-Madrid. From Pinto. Baquera Algeciras requests immediate sending of  
30600(Isk) papers for the dispatching of the Goertz car which is at this end since otherwise new difficulties 

are to be expected. 
8.2.43 Tetuan-Tanger. Moru (AOB, likely meant Moruno) to Dupont. Please arrange for a  
30656(Isk) discussion today 2250 hours with Larios and Alamo.  Meeting place as usual. Please reply by 

W/T at once. 
9.2.43 Madrid-Tetuan. Are there to hand at your end any special military reports which point to  
30799 Allied landings? 
9.2.43 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont for Don Primo.  Please claim at the Lofrki courier section a yellow  
30771(Isk) suit-case with a blue and red stripe from the courier luggage arriving at the Ambassy on the 9th, 

and keep it until you receive instructions by letter. 
9.2.43 Algeciras-Madrid. From Tinto. Goeritz papers for car have arrived. Car may be fetched  
30920(Isk) immediately against bankguarantee. 
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9.2.43 Tanger-Tetuan. From Dup(ont).  Request reimbursement of 15,000 pesetas for Larios house- 
30813(Isk) reconstruction. 
9.2.43 Tanger-Madrid. From Dupont.   Ref. Somoza (AOB, alias of Leiter KO Spain, in Madrid)  
30945(Isk) 1282 (Isk 30799). Signals which oint at preparations for a military action against Spanish  
30950(Isk) Morocco and Tanger are to hand.  Specially military reports, apart from those already passed 

on are not to hand. 
10.2.43 Madrid-Tanger. To Dupont, Nothing to be learned abourt special correspondent Wilkinson. 
30915(Isk) 
12.2.43 Madrid-Tanger. Tried V-Mann Stelle Bruno reports end of January 43 from Lisa. The  
31280(Isk) American military attaché Colonel Zalborg(or Zalworg) has commissioned the Spanish woman 

DE in his employ fo form a Spanish syndicate to built 5 aerodromes in Spanish Morocco for 
the Spanish civil air traffic.  In the event of the aerodromes being requestioned through War 
events or of the installations not paying the American guarantee (17 letters couurupt ? = 
reimburse) the syndicate for all expenses and pay it large profit.  Addendum Herold. Please 
check up. 

13.2.43 Tanger-Madrid. Ref. Somoza No. 1305 (Isk 31280)  Nothing known of matter here, Reports  
31184(Isk) seems very improbable. 
20.2.43 Madrid-Tanger. To Dupont.   Please ask Gudjons where the courier bag from Moruno to  
32418(Isk) Somoza is, which was handed over to Metro (AOB, = Madrid) on 9th Feb, as it cannot be found 

here. 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 
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4.3.43 Tanger-Madrid.  For Don I (AOB, Obstlt. Borscheid).  Dupont duty journey to Media (AOB, =  
34229(Isk) Madrid) on 9 – 11/3. 19.4.43  
4.3.43 Tetuan-Madrid. Ref. KO order of 2nd March Abwehr ZO 005/3/43 Secret. For Stelle Moruni  
34111(Isk) for Aabd B no returns. Kruse, Dupont, Cortez have been requested by message to report direct. 
8.3.43 Tanger-Madrid. For Paga, Pago and Dupont are arriving on 9/3. Please meet him. 
34929(Isk) 
15.3.43 Tanger-Tetuan. I intend to arive at your end at 1030 on the morning of the 16th for a  
35944 discussion of the Frankfurter affair and of questions concerning Abakum which are still 

unsettled. Please let me know by W/T. 
16.3.43 Madrid- Tanger. To Dupont, Telegram Nürnberg for Bartsohn, Nürnberg; Inform Vice Consul  
36086(Isk) Goeritz that all family are safe, little naterial damage (13 letters) hinders foreign trade. 
3.4.43 Madrid-Berlin. No. 85 Dupont KOSpto Gaston.  In order to clear up important questions,  
38929(Isk) verbal consultation is thought necessary, with request for decision as to whether meeting with 

Gaston in Madrid is possible, or whether Dupont is to go to Berlin. 
7.4.43 Madrid-Tanger. Gaston for Dupont.  Ref. your message of ¾. On 1,5,43, Chef Trias and  
39527(Isk) Gaston are going to Metro where they are to have discussion with Dupont. Hence unnecessary 

for Dupont to go to Palais(AOB, = Berlin). More detailed instructions will be given later.  
(AOB, according Obstlt. Hansen’s private pocket-diary, he and Admiral Canaris travelled in the west also  
visiting  KO Spain, actually on 29th April 1943. This might have been te background of postponening Dr.  
Goeritz’s journey to Berlin and likely beyond) Hansen was Erbe Senior and thus Leiter I Ausland/Abwher in  
Berlin) 
10.4.43 Madrid-Tanger 1. Gaston to Dupont. Ciro (AOB, Cramer of KOP Lisbon) will arrive  
40036(Isk) in Media (MadriD) from Palais (AOB, = Berlin) on 12/4.  It would be convenient if Dupont 

would travel to Mediia for discussion about the Frankfurter affair.  Ciro is continuing journey 
13(?)/4/43 

11.4.43 Tanger-Madrid.  Dupont for DON I (AOB, Obstlt. Borscheid) Please inform Ciro that Dupont  
40152(Isk) is arriving on April 12th.11.4.43 Tanger-Tetuan. Dupont will be in Metro from 12 to 14 

April on instigation of Palais (Berlin).  
15.4.43  Madrid-Berlin. No. 429. DON 1 to Erizo for Junta 5.  Dupont will arrive by plane on 16/4.  
40770(Isk) He asks for a room to be reserved that he be met by Blum. 
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19.4.43 Madrid-Tanger. Gaston to Dupont. No. 49. For Berger (AOB, Goeritz’s misstres).  
41468(Isk) Family in Stuttgart in best health. No damage. (AOB, apparently after a bombardment) 

Wedding 15/5 at the earliest, probaly later.  Dupont is leaving Berlin by air on 22/4 Radio 
when air traffic to Morocco has started up again. 

22.4.43 Madrid-Tanger. 57, Gastonto Dupont, Tanger, For Berger (AOB, Frl. Berger was also  
41890(Isk) Dupont’s secretary) Dupont’s return flight to Media postponed until 27th April. (AOB, see 

foregoing green comments) 
27.4.43 Tanger-Madrid. 143.  Dupont to Somoza for DON I, For Dupont. When you return please  
42681(Isk) bring with you Weitz authorisation in the name of Salvador Di Dio in the matter of house as 

the one sent does not fit the purpose.  
28.4.43 Madrid-Tanger, Din I to Dupont No. 77. Dupont arrived in Metro Requests detailed  
42869(Isk) orientation by W/T concerning important duty matters since his departure, Addendum Sabine: 

callsigns for May: Plus 2.   157 
28.4.43 Tanger 1 – Madrid. For Don I for Dupont No. 152.    Ref. Don I No. 157.  1) During  
42869(Isk) absence a large amount of news, mainly local has come in, also original documents of no 

special importance and cypher telegrams from Spainsh telegraph office and Eastern Cable Co. 
some of them marked “Urgent”. 2) Weinreich and Carras again arrested in mid-April, Bazzan 
already in Basta. 3) Whitelaw is said to have resumed his post here since his duty did not fulfil 
his duties. 

6.5.43 Tetuan-Madrid. 260 … Does Chef III (AOB, Obst. Bentivegni Leiter III, in Berlin) consider  
44051(Isk) my presence in Metro so urgently necessary that he will take personal responsibility for the fact 

that during my ansence from the Dienststelle there will be for a time no temporary Leiter in 
Stelle Morocco as Kruse and Dupont are both away at the moment. …  

 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
↓ 
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11.5.43 Madrid-Tanger. 26.  Don I for Dupont. Dupont is expected to arrive in Pantheria on  
44796(Isk) Wednseday 12/5.  166 
11.5.43 Madridd-Tanger. Gaston to Dupont No. 28. For Berger.  Ref. FS 6756/4/43 G (AOB, G is  
44839(Isk) pointing at Geheim = Secret) Brother-in-law goes on leave on about 20/5/43 (14 corrupt) 

arrival if at all possible 20/5/43 to 22/5. Somoza 1520.  
13.5.43 Tanger-Madrid. 89. For Gaston. Dupont arrived at Pantheria in 12/5. 
45117(Isk) 
17.5.43 Tanger-Tetuan. 49. Dupont arrives today about 1630 hours, in matter of Schuchmann. 
45734(Isk)  
25.5.43 Tanger-Tetuan. From Pago (AOB, Pago = ZF = Paymaster in Madrid).  74. ZF radios. Before  
46869(Isk) decision can be made in re sanction of proposed barter business involving 30,000,000 report in  
46951(Isk) the first place your probable total requiement in the next 2 months, Moruno and Kruse;s newly 

sanctioned plans being kept separate. Moruno addendum:  Please radio this end at once, stating 
in particular (4 corrupt) monthly requirements for Kruse, Dupont, Cortez Luchsm treating 
salaries and V-Mann allowences separately, also special undertakings. 

27.5.43 Tanger-Madrid. 57.  Re your message 56(Isk 46951).  Please point out to ZF that barter deal  
47017(Isk) can probably also be carried out with correspondingly smaller amonts. 
27.5.43 Tetuan-Madrid. 399. To Pago. (AOB, paymaster KO Spain) Ref. Pago 349 (Isk46869) 

Monthly requirements of Moruno.  
47162(Isk) Stelle in Moroccan francs, For salaries in accordance with last instructions: Moruno 26,000, 

Kruse 260,000, Dupont 87,000, Cortez 27,000. Luchs 315,000, total 615,000. To V-mann 
allowances approximately: Rudolfo 150,000, 60% of which is in Algerian francs, Kruse 
224,000, Dupont 43,000, Cortez 14,000 total 558,00. In addition for special undertakings 
Kruse about one million monthly, i.e.a total allowance for two months at Stelle Moruno a 
2,346,000 special undertakings 2 millions. Total 4.346,000. Probably increase in requirements 
is to be taken into consideration.  

27.5.43 Tetuan-Tanger. 57. Moruno to Dupont.  Please come over today 27th May for discussion.  
47143(Isk) Request you bring along a person suitable for watching Frenchmen who have made contact 

here and who are suspected of being provocateurs. 
1.6.43 Tetuan-Tanger. To Dupont.  Please come over here tomorrow 2nd June before 12 noon in  
47065(Isk) connection with the matter of the Frenchman ROB. 
  
 

↓ 
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18.6.43 Madrid-Tanger. DON I (Obstlt. Borscheid). KO Sp to Dupont.  Gaston II is expecting you  
50728(Isk) here for a discussion betweem 26th and 28th June.  If it is impossible for you to come to this end 

this time, I suggest meeting in Lisa (Lisbon) between 30/6 and 6/7/ Please let us know by W/T. 
200. 

19.6.43 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to DON I.  Reference message No. 38 (Isk 50705). Dupont’s journey  
50728(Isk) to Lisa (Lisbon) impossible, Cannot aarive in Media (Madris) earlier than June 29th. Seat in 

‘plane reserved accordingly. Please let us have decision by W/T, If your agree, pleace reserve 
sleeper Madrid/Seville evening 29th and seat in plane Seville/Tetuan for July 30th. 

19.6.43 Madrid-Tanger. From DON I KO Spain to Dupont.  Discussion on 29th June agreed to.   
50774(Isk) Arrangements will be made on Monday 21/6 to book sleeper and seat in plane. 
24.6.43 Tanger-Tetuan. From Dupont proposes discussion in Tetuan on 25th June 10 until 11 hours. 
51645(Isk)  
30.6.43  Madrid 1 – Berlin. Don I to Junta.  As entry into Spainish Morocco is not possible with 

service passport (AOB, German military passport) of Junta II (AOB, apparently meant Junta  II 
Obst. Wessel Freytag von Loringhoven, who had proceeded Obst. Lahousen, the former Leiter 
II, in Berlin; Lahousen stepped down as to become a “General”, for which one have to 
command a division at the eastern front; as well as obtaining first  his “Generalspatent”), 
conference with Dupont who was able to get away for one day, took place on 29.6.43. Junta II 
leave for Lisa (AOB, Lisbon) on 30.6.43.  Don I  209.(AOB, latter number constitutes the 
message number reference) 

 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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11.8.43 Tetuan-Tanger. Straubinger is asked if it has not already been done, to fetch Frau Moruno  
59804(Isk) from Dr. Goertz’s and take her to Kruse’s house in car. (AOB, Kruse = Moruno!) 
11.8.43 Tanger-Tetuan. 38, From Straubinger.  Ref. your message (Isk 59804) Moruno’s wife wishes  
59803 to remain  with Dr. Goeritz.  
13.8.43  Madrid-Lisbon. Please pass to Lina (AOB, they likely point at KOP station in Lisbon) No. 16.  
60135 Don I to Ciro.  Ref. your FS 192 (Isk 59777)(AOB, might be missing in our summary).  Book air seat for 

earliest possible date from your end to Pantheria (Tanger) for Alexander Petersen, Scientific Assistant, 
with Ministrial passport No. 2251m issued 30/7/42 Ministry of Foreign Affairs. (AOB, he used this 
passport before, when he had to be, for a while, Goeritz’s deputy)  Petersen is to duputies for Dupont 
(AOB, again) during his absence which will be fairly long duration.  Report date for which seat is booked.  
Don I No. 276 KOSpain. 

16.8.43 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont to Gaston.  Owing to interruption of air service did not go on leave as  
60591 sanctioned.  Await decision whether a deputy is arriving via Lisa. Courier mail also stopped.  Last GA 

letter which arrived was 306.  Last DU letter sent off was 827. Probably resumption at end of August. 
20.8.43 Madrid-Tanger. 58. Din I to Dupont. Ref. FS Don I 270 (not received) Concerning Dupont  
61275 deputy.  Ciro has booked deputy’s journey for 1/9 Gaston radios on 19/8:  deputy is not to begin journey 

to Pantheria until Duponts’s departure from Petersen has been arranged.  Radio immediately whether the 
(15 corrupt) is correct, so that further steps can be taken 1755. Don I 284. 

20.8.43  Tanger-Madrid. 113.  Dupont to Don I.  Ref. FS Don I 284 (Isk61275).  Chief of the  
22.8.43 authorities has agreed to deputy entering the country and my leaving. Departure is thereby  
61473(Isk) assured unless the ban is extended by the enemy of Lisa or decisive changes occur, Please  
61706(Isk) inform Gaston. 
23.8.43 Madrid 1 –Tanger. 68.  Ref. your message of 21/8.   If Gaston does not order otherwise,  
71140(Isk) deputy will travel on 1/9. 
25.8.43 Madrid 1 – Berlin.  765.  To Gaston. Dupont reports in no. 134 (not received) on 24/8 in re Gaston 367 

(not received). 1) The following 3 concrete questions were put to Paul.  1) Date of the landing (AOB, 
regarding the date in August 1943, we have to thing of Operation Husky, the Allied invasion of Sicily, on 
9-10 July 1943). Exact spot.  3) Approximate strength of landing forces. Paul states that he had and 2 
other persons in Pantheria can scarely answer these questions.  Our porposal for a payment of 200,000 
Maroccan francs was rejected as absurd.  2) Paul demands 5 million Moroccan francs one half of an 
advanced payment amounting to 1 million only after landing has been made if his report proves to be 
right.  Please reply at once.  Immediately afterwards personal meering between Paul and Dupont. (AOB, 
they not only claimed to have forwarded similar information, but also OSTRO did so, but KOP decided 
that it should be conveyed by regular mai service, thus too late!) KO.Sp. 238. 
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(AOB, please notice, likely, the next message starts as being part of a forgoing part) 
27.8.43 journey to and from Pantheria are still possible without allied consent. From 28/8/ I shall be in  
62335(Isk) Lisbon so that possibly reserved seat for 1/9/ can be used.  For later journey Morocco visa has 

lapsed.  Don I 295. KOSp.  
28.8.45 Tanger 1 – Madrid. 156.   From Dupont.  Urgent.  Re your 1771 (not received)   
1353(ISBA) Industrial leave for Dupont sanctioned by Chef Trias (AOB, we may consider, like in other 

cases, that Trias was Adm. Canaris himself) on account of the emergency which has arisen in 
his factory, after the relevant documents had been examined.  In addition oral discussion 
(concerning) Paul undertaking in Palais (AOB, = Berlin) urgently desired.  According to 
position at present, journey of both Dupont and his deputy are coverd. Please verify the gist of 
this message. 

28.8.43 Tanger-Madrid. 160.   Dupont to Somoza (AOB, = alias of Leiter KO Spain Leissner) and  
70912(Isk) Gaston.  Ref. your message 156.  In view of the repeated and heavy terror raid on Nürnberg my 

presence there on behalf of my firm and my family is more urgently necessary. Please send 
Petersen to this end on 1/9 as already arranged so that I can start my leave on the 4th. 

28.8.43 Madrid – Tanger 1. 81. Gaston. Somoza to Dupont. In consideration of the political  
70957(Isk) situation Dupont cannot go on business leave.  
3.9.43 Madrid-Berlin. To gaston.  Dupont reports with No. 2 on 3.9.43.  On 2.9.43 the first  
63315 interview between Dupont and Paul took place, Paul say that compete landing plans were being 

made as a result of the Quebec conference.  He will report to us on the changed plans after he 
has received them about 3 days.  Thereupon a down payment of half a million Moroccan francs 
was made.  The impression was gained during the interview that deception is improbable.  
KO.Sp. 254. 

 
 
 

↓ 
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25.8.43 Madrid-Tanger 1. To Dupont. Nr. 72.  KOSp. Your message of 21/8 (Isk61473?) and  
71052(Isos) FS (or W/T message)(AOB, FS in almost all cases unlikely, but FS often used still in W/T 

communicatio traffic)   Don I nr. 286 (Isos 71140) Gaston radios as follows:  agreement of 
Chief official does not ensure Dupont’s exit journy.  This depends alone on the posibility of the 
plane taking him. Continued.  

26.8.43 Madrid-Berlin. 812.   Don I to Gaston,  Ref. your message 13952 (not received) Journeys in  
62174(Isk) both directions so that it is reported that Dupont can be taken along.  Seat reserved for 4/9/ and  
70855(Isos) Allied permission not necessary.  Dupont. Addendum Don I. Deputy travelling to Lisa on 28.8.  

Don I 293.  KO.Sp. 
27.8.43 Madrid-Berlin. 822.  To Junta. (AOB, Abwehr Berlin, which section? Abwehr III or I??) In  
62303(Isk) view of the probability of the imminet internationalisation of Tanger and the withdrawl of all 

German diplomatic representatives, I consider Dupont’s going on leave intolerable, at present, 
I have treherfore stopped Petersen’s departure.  Somoza (AOB, = alias of Leiter KO Spain at 
present) KO Sp. 2242. 

27.8.43 Madrid 1 – Berlin)/ 840,  Dupont Junior re Junta (AOB, Abwehr Berlin).;  In re message 
Somoza to Erizo for Junta No. 242 (Isk 62303).  I am prevented from possible departure for 
Pantheria on instructions from Somozam as Dupont is to remain at his post owing to political 
situation, Ciro (AOB, Cramer of KOP, in Lisbon) reports on 26/8 that according to information 
from direction of Portuguese flying office, journeys PLEASE LOOK TO KV 283-2, PAGE 15 
FOR THE CONTINUATION. 

 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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8.9.43. Tanger-Tetuan, 6. From Dupont.   6.  From Dupont.  Dupont intends to call at your end on the  
63940(Isk) 9th/9 between 11 and 12 hours for the purpose of a consultation. 
16.9.43 Tanger-Madrid. Ref. our message No. 160 of 28/8 (Isos 70812).  News meanwhile received of  
70509(Isos) haevy bomb damage at the works. On account of this request that the promised leave be 

sanctioned especially as deputy can still be had.  Later on, a deputy would no longer be 
available.  Dupont.  KO Sp. 278. 

17.9.43 Madrid-Berlin. Dupont to Gaston. Have meanwhile received of news of severe bomb  
65080(Isk) damage. Consequently request permission to take leave which has already been sanctioned hor 

particularly as deputy is still available.     Dupont KO Sp. 278    
21.9.43 Madrid-Berlin. 514.  Don I to Junta.  Ref. message 15159/9/43 of 20/9/43 (not received).   
65325(Isk) Ref. deputy for Dupont.  Somoza is enquiring of Moruno whether Dupont’s leave can at 

present be officially possible.  Report follows.  Son I (AOB, Don I)  KO.Sp. 
25.9.43 Madrid-Tanger 1.  29.   To Dupont/  Ref your message No. 10 of 16/9 (Isos 70509).  Pending  
72179(Isos) final sanction of Gaston there are no objections at present to your application. Can probably be 

carried ot on 29/9/  Final decision follows.  Don I. No. 326.  KO Sp. 
25.9.43 Madrid-Berlin. To Gaston.  No. 611. Ref. your message 15156/43 of 20/9/43 (not received)  
66040(Isk) and Don I 321 of 21/9 (Isk 65325).  Ref. deputy for Dupont Consider that Dupont may well be 

garnted leave at present. Exchange will be made via Lisbon.  Dupont Junior (Petersen) flying to 
Lisbon on 29/9/43 to use the first opportunity.  Please reply by W/T and inform ddeputy at 
Ciro’s.  KO Sp. 294. 

29.9/43 Tanger-Madrid.   Ref.   your 1851 (Isos7022?)  If Gaston has no objections please despatch  
70265(Isos) represenative (AOB, Ministrialrat Petersen)  on 20.10.  If necessary Dupont will start his 

journey on 23rd October.  Dupont. No. 28. 
15.10.43 Madrid-Berlin. 351.  To Junta. Ref your 1669 concerning deputy for Dupont.  Reply is 

requested to letter refered to. Don I 346.  KO Spain. 
 

↓ 
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22.10.43 Madrid-Tanger. Gaston radioes 20/10/ Leave for D (Dupont) and substitute are sanctioned.   
70644(Isk) Addendum Don I. D (AOB, Dupont Junior = deputy Petersen) is leaving on the 23rd for Lisa 

(AOB, = Lisbon) and on the 27th for your end.  Don I (AOB, = Obstlt. Borscheid) 
27.10.43 Madrid-Lisbon. No. 674.   Dupont Somoza (AOB, an alisas of Leiter KO Spain, his real name  
70044(Isk) was Leissner) to Ciro.  Shall arrive 30/10.  Please book sleeper for 1st or 2nd November 1943.  

Dupont 3.  
28.10.43 Madrid-Berlin. 691. To Gaston.  Dupont departs on 20th October for Lisbon.  His deputy  
70120(Isk) already arrived in Pantheria (AOB, sector Tanger) on 27th.  Dupont  4. KO Spain. 
3.11.43 Tetuan-Melilla.  39. Somoza for Moruno.  Discussion with Dupont having taken place, here are  
71215(Isk) no objections to larger payments for special purpose. 
71617(Isk) 
26.11.43  Lisbon-Berlin. No 382.   Ciro to Pellis.  In re PS (AOB, FS) 1483 ref. Dupont plane seat.    
74176(Isk) Seats sold out till the end of the year.  Afra Portuguesa will let us know finally in about  3 days 

whether booking for 22/12 will still be accepted.  
2.12.43 Lisbon-Berlin.  No 411, Ciro to Pellis. Afra Portuguesa reported today that seat in plane for  
75144(Isk) Dupont for 22nd December cannot be booked for it it is not certain whether air service will be 

continued to Tanger after 8th December. 
10.12.43 Madrid-Lisbon.  Dupont to Ludovico (AOB, Ludovico von Karsthof(f) the alias of KOP Leiter,  
76114(Isos?) his real name “Cremer von Auenrode) for Ciro.   Ref. message Andreas (AOB, Abwehr I, in 

Lisbon) Br? Ludwig (AOB, = I L) of December 2nd.  For purpose of own booking for return 
air-passage, request advice whether a seat has been reserved for Dupont for Dec. 22 or what 
subsequent date.  KOSp. 17.  

13.12.43 Lisbon-Bordeaux. 155. Ludovico Ciro to Don I dor Dupont.  Fixed booking Dupont  
76553(Isos?) seat refused by Afra Portuguesa.  Perhaps possible for 22 nd. Information on december 20th. 
 
 
 

↓ 
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14.12.43 Madrid-Berlin. To Junta for Dupont,  Cito radios on 13th in Nr. 155 for Dupont; Afra  
76617(Isk) Portuguesa has refursed place seat reservation for Dupont, perhaps one available for 22nd, will 

advice on 20th December.   DON Roem I (AOB, Römisch 1 = I, in W/T communications 
“Roem” meant the character written in Roman characters) 518 KO Sp. 

15.12.43 Berlin-Lisbon. 66.  Pellis to Ciro.  Ref FS No. 411 of 2/12/43 (Isk 75144) radio the earliest  
76805(Isk) date when it will be possible to travel tp Pantheria.  Dupont is awaiting further information at 

this end. (AOB, consequently he seems to be in/or around Berlin still) 
16.12.43 Berlin-Madrid. 150.  For Don I Secret.  Ref. Don I no. 509 KOSp of 8/12/43 (not received)  
76867(Isk) Inform us by W/T of first opportunity to transport to Pantheria.  Dupont will await for further 

information at this end. No. 1935/12/43 of 4/12/43  Junta. 
16.12.43 Lisbon-Berlin.  492  Ludovico Ciro (AOB, = Cramer, of KOP, Lisbon) for Pellis.  Ref. W/T  
76918(Isk) message Pellis of 15th December (Isk 76805)  Impossible to book seat for December. No 

definite booking is yet beinf made for January.  Dupont has been put down as the first on the 
listm our objections to Aerea Portuguesa on the score that Germans must not be carried were 
rejected with surprise. Difficulty is due to (8 corrupt) of seat booked for journey at holiday 
time. 

18.12.43 Bordeaux-Lisbon. 26. KOSp. To Ciro.  Ref. our FS of 9/12.  Please answer Dupont 18  
77211(Isk) (not received)  by return. KO Sp. 2061. 
31.12.43 Madrid-Tetuan. Ref. your 82 (not received)  Information incorrect.  89.  Elcano (AOB,  
78751(Isk) Ii Madrid, real name Guttierrez) 2016.  Ref. your 84, Somoza (AOB, = an alias of Leissner!) 

your 85.  Dupont seconded to Barna (AOB, Barna = Garten = Spain), Junior (AOB, = Dupont’s 
deputy Petersen) remains at Pantheria.  Elcano 2104.  

4.1.44 Berlin-Lisbon. No. 10.  To Ciro for Pellis. Chef Trias (AOB, likely meant Adm. Canaris or  
79057(Isk) less likely Leiter I Obstlt. Hansen, both in Berlin) agrees to employment of Dupont in Barna.   
79047(Isk) House all right.  Don I informed.  Freund (AOB, = Abteilung III-F, in Berlin) 1070.  
5.1.44 Berlin-Madrid. 28, For Somoza for Dupont for Berger (AOB, Dupont’s misstres living still  
79152(Isk) in Tanger). Radio back whether contents of our message 31 of 1/12 (not received) has been 

dealt with satisfactury. Andreas Berndt.  Ludwig (AOB, Hansen’s Abwehr I L, Berlin) 74.  
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7.1.44 Madrid-Berlin,  163.  To Erizo for Andreas.  Berndt.  In re your 74 (Isk 79152( Contents of FS  
79372(Isk) 31 have not been set in order as Dupont has not so far arrived and no further information is to  
79335(Isk) hand at this end. Dupont 27.  KOSp. 
14.1.43 Madrid-Berlin. KO.Sp. to Erizo. Ref. our Secret 9709 of 10.1.44 (not received).  One time  
80125(Isk) Dupont now at Merkur (AOB, = Kanzlei, Madrid) reports source as unreliable. Reports have no basis in 

fact are without value. 
8.2.44 Berlin-Madrid  85. Junta to Elcano For Don III (AOB, please consider top right, and we notice  
83004(Isk) that since Dr. Goeritz left Tanger and was stationed in Spain, his new cover-name had become DON III) 

secret,  Following news received for worker Angelita “Father’s condition gives little hope. Mother”  Junta 
1729/2/44. 

28.1.43 Madrid-Berlin. 774.  Don I to Junta II (AOB, = Berlin Abwehr section II?) Speeding up of  
81905(Isk) the incorporation of Don III to Buelow appears to be urgent necessary.  Don I 555.  KOSp. 
11.2.44 Berlin-Madrid. 744.  Pfeiffe (AOB, likely Pheiffer)to Elcano for Don I. Concerning lawyer  
83730(Isk) Dr. Thomas Gomez Pinan.  In re Don I 2169 of 11.1.44.  Who is the source Carlos?  How do you evaluate 

the letter?  What is the result of the checking up by Don I and Don III ? Pfeiffe (AOB, Pheiffer, please 
consider his file: http://www.cdvandt.org/KV-2-267-Pheiffer-W3.pdf ) 1476. Junta 

2.2.44 Madrid-Berlin. 387. Don I to Junta,  Ref. 1476/44 Most Secret of 11.2.44 (Isk 83730).  
1666(Isba) According the inquiries since made, it is possible that Carlos us an agent provocateur.  All that could be 

checked here of his reports is correct.  Concerning Gomez Pinan, Don III reports the same thing from 
another sourcem but not in such great derail.  Report follows, KOSp Don I 566. 

28.2.44 Madrid-Barcelona via Libourne (AOB, Dr. Goeritz (Don III) was now stationed at Barcelona. Libourne  
7604(Isk)  was a sub-station of Ast-X in Hamburg, as this site possessed more favourable W/T conditions. The 

distance Madrid-Barcelona may have not fit to the waves-propagation).   50. Don I to Don III. 
Recruitment and making contact with new workers is forbidden until further notice.  ?y who make 
approaches of their own accord are to be turned away (AOB, wegschicken) Don I Elcano No. 2364. 

29.2.44 Tanger-Madrid. Dupont (AOB, deputy Junior = Petersen)  for Don III. Pappel is leaving for Metro  
85814(Isk) (Madrid) on 7/3. Are you interested in employing him further at your frontier?? Please notify us by W/T. 

Dupont 55. 
29.2.44 Berlin-Madrid.   219.  Secret.  To Elcano for Don I for Don III. For immediate information.  Urgent  
87038(Isk) Angelita is not arriving in Perpignan on March 3rd, but with escort on March 6th and not before. Junta No. 

3225/2/44 (8 letters corrupt 29/2/44. 

http://www.cdvandt.org/KV-2-267-Pheiffer-W3.pdf
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29.2.44 Madrid-Berlin.  790.  From Terchero (AOB, please consider the previous top-right, here we  
134124(Isos) learn that Terchero is also an alias of Dr. Herman Goeritz, like first was Dupont and since 

recently Don III).. To Babette Mate (AOB, considering the date of 29 February 1944: 
Amtschef  Canaris had been removed from his office, and Babette is increasingly frequent 
being noticed, we should now consider that she belonged to the Amt VI of the RSHA (SS 
complex)) for Freund (AOB, III-F). Reliable worker reports. In December about 25,000 
American troops had been disembarked in Marseilles by the 20th. Transport away from 
Marseilles is proceeding only slowly.   

10.3.44 Berlin-Madrid. 110  Erizo to Don I To Ciro. Frederico (AOB, Consul Rüggeberg in Barcelona,  
86896(Isk) a friend of Ostro) Don 3 (Don III).  Simon must be ordered to S(8 missing) immediately to 

render report.  Wire dispatch.  Erizo 4433.  
10.3.44 Madrid-Lisbon via Bordeaux. Nr. 11 to Ciro.  Ref. undertaking Paul.  At the last discussion  
1878(Isba) with Paul on 8/3, the follwing was decided in re ensuring transmission of Mediterranean 

invasion reports after the departure of Dupont on 14/3:  1) Given sufficient time and should the 
opportunity present itself, report will be delivered to Ciro or Don I.  2)  In event of need for 
urgent delivery Paul will make contact with the Military Attaché Pantheria.  3) As (finacial) 
settlement can no longer be made as arranged, through Dupont, Paul wishes to receive 
(payment) in Lisa (Lisbon).  Dupont 59 Lasso. 

13.3.44 Madrid-Berlin. 376.  Don I to Junta. Dupont and his lady secretary (AOB, = Frl. Berger his  
87195(Isk) misstres) arrive here on  14/3.  Please advise what is to be done.  Installation in Seville which 

was intended, is in our opinion now out of the question after all the events in Pantheria. As Don 
III is planning considerable reorganisation of his registry I propose that his secretary be sent to 
Merkur (AOB, = Kanzlei in Madrid) for the present Don I 615 KO Sp. (AOB, not everybody 
might have liked the affairs between Dr. Goeritz and his secretary Frl. Berger; but they still 
possessed the opportunity to meet regularly, as both stayed in Spain)  

 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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21.3.44 Berlin-Madrid. 222.  Zr. to Lenz (AOB, = another choice out the many aliases of KO Leiter  
88217(Isk) Spain; Fregatten-Kapitän Leissner) for Don III. Once again we would remind the deal with the 

enquiry as to the state of affairs in the matter of Kolding. Amt Ausland/Abwehr ZA/14 I 
4961/43.   

25.3.44 Lisbon-Madrid. 166.  Ludovico Ciro to Don III Christine will arrive by Lufthansa on 29/3.  
88819(Isk) Asks for room(s) in the Ritz. 
31.3.44 Berlin-Madrid. 396.    Junta to Elcano for Don III. Max’s brother in-law Theo has died of  
89744(Isk) apoplexy of the heart. Funeral 6.4.44/  Family would welcome presence of Max in Berlin.  We 

cannot decide here whether Max can be dispensed with amd whishes to travel.  There are no 
objections on our part against the journey.  5126 3.44 of 31.3.44. 

17.4.44 Berlin-Madrid. 160 Junta to Elcano for Don I .. We are mot interested om expediting Frl. 
Berger’s departure. Is she not needed at Don III? (AOB, of course, he would like to have her 
still around him)  We need only Petersen urgently. 6234/3/44  Junta. (AOB, we might learn 
from this that Frl. Berger still is in Tanger) 

22.4.44 Madrid-Berlin. 603  Don I to Junta. Don III informs us that the following note was  
2205(Isba) discovered when Pierre Michel was arrested (French text follows: A envoyer la veille Paulette, 

nee (La date sera l’heure) a des jolies yeayx lbleus et de beaux cheveux noire. This message 
which as English radio station is to transmit. Is said to mean that on receipt of it an enemy 
agent Friedhof os to begin to carry out tasks alotted to him. Probably beginning of the 
measures appertaining to the invasion.  KOSp. Don I. No 663. 

27.4.44 Berlin-Madrid. 257.  Junta to Elcano (AOB, = Ii Guttierrez) for Don I.  No. 7120.4.44  Secret  
93912(Isk) of 26/4.  Ref duty journey Oberregierungsrat Hesse amd Regierungsrat Carganico leave by air 

on Wednsday 3/5  for Barcelona.  They fly on to Madrid on 6/5.  Don III will see to meeting 
them and providing accomodation and will procure sleepers for 9/5 to San Sebastian. Return 
from San Sebastian to Madrid 12/5.  Remainder of itternary as in Junta II letter of 18/4. 

10.5.44 Madrid-Berlin. 344. To Junta. Ref. your FS No. 7461/5/44 secret of 2.5.44, Junta No. 7230.   
95990(Isk) Don III informs us, that the text of orders about the employment of and tactics to be employed 

by the division operating in Northern Holland in the area of Apeldoorm Deventer, Zwolle, 
dated 10th March are to hand as enemy espionage mater will be received by the enemy.  The 
name of of the Dutch courier is not yet known  and will be reported later KO Sp Don I 684 

10.5.44 Berlin-Madrid.   83.  For Elcano.  For Don I. Arriving Thursday 11/5. Please notify Don III and  
96098(Isk) the people at home.  Don I 177. 
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19.5.44  Madrid-Berlin. 605.     To Gaston for Dupont.     Weitz asks for 2,000 pesetas to be sent for  
97887(Isk) the couriers, and for a further sum, not known at this end, to be remitted at once for the 

organisation.  Please send instructions.  Don I 2702 KO Sp.  
23.5.44 Madrid-Berlin. 728.  To Junta,   Don III reports in message 1311: Boye MS semi-official  
98571(Isk) representative of De Gaulle in Spain assured Arbeiter 3326 (AOB, = V-Mann 3326) in 

connection with the latter’s recent journey, that he expected the invasion in Southern France on 
about 28th May.  Don I KO Sp. 5718. 

28.5.44 Madrid-Berlin. 861.   To Junta.  Don III states in FS 1331. Calling up papers C of 17/5. from  
99309(Isk) Wehrbezirkskommando Ausland, Berlin, Abteilung HJF(?) III C, for Kurt SStrohbach have 

arrived here, He is to go in on 27/6, into the first artillery reserve and training Abteilung 
(Motorized) 75, Neuruppin.  In accordance with a discussion with Junta 2, postponement is 
urgently requested until placing on the reserved list is finally clarified, KOSp. Don I 716. 

1.6.44 Madrid-Berlin. To Erizo.  Dupont.  V-Mann Blanco reports on 31/5 from Pantheria via  
99910(Isk) Moruno that Thompson has atated officially in the U.S.A. Legation that Churchill will shortly 

arrive in Gibraltar.  It is said that discussions with Turkish and Polish personalities are to take 
place in Italy and that he will then go on to Turkey.  KO Sp. 5800. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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13.6.44 Madrid-Berlin. To Junta. Ref. Don I FS 716 of 28/5 and D 2846 of 31.5.44, Don I inquiries:  
102120(Isk) please reply urgently by W/T whether send ing back Strohbach’s has been carried out since time limit (is) 

27/(?6) text doubtful/ KOSp Don I No. 741 (716 of 28/5 = Isk 99309). 
22.6.44 Berlin-Madrid. 289.  Secret, To Elcano for Don I.  In re evacuation-network Patheria, Ref. (4  
103580(Isk) corrupt) 1085 of 26/5/44 (not received) W.i.e. all mail arriving from above network is to be passed to Don 

III for treatment, in accordance with para A 2 of service-instructions.  No. 8775/5/44  Secret of 19/6/44.  
Junta. 

23.6.44 Berlin-Madrid. 298.  To Elcano for Don I and Don III. Secret/ In re Strohbach Ref FS Don I  
103688(Isk) No 74. KO.Sp. of 13/6/44 (Isk 102120 Strohbach’s call up order cancelled.  He has been reserved.  Junta 

10173/6/44 of 22/6/44. 
7.7.44 Madrid-Berlin. 209.  To Erizo for Herold. Spanish V-Mann Theo III Eusbio via Portal) reports  
106033(Isk) 6/7. Immenent landing in Cette area for 10th to 12th July.  Preliminary warning the password: La Neige est 

Fondue, is to be given on 2nd or 3rd July. The final password, 24 hourse before the start, is to be expected 
10 days after the preliminary warning with: Commandement a vos Orderes, Air raid on Narbonne and 
Bezies is said to be part of of the preparations. Addendum Portal. The reort originates from the same V-
Mann, who is said to have reported on 25/5 landing in Caen.  (Messenger is not bring the report until 6/6).  
Addendum KOSp. Passed with reserve.  KOSp 6122. 

11.7.44 Madrid- Berlin. 394.  To Herold.  Ref. Ref. our message 6122 of 7th July (Isk106033) and 6145 of 11th  
107033 July (Isk 106514)  Don III reports via Don I on the 11th July in the basis of the amterial intercepted from 

American courier line, over the Mediterranean costal stretch, Pyrennes: there is great intensifaction in 
courier activity from which the conclusion is drawn that an untertaking is imminent  on the French 
Mediterranean coast in the imidiate future and in particular against the area Stetteport Vedres. Courier is 
especially asked at Samland (AOB, = U.S.A., remember Sam is a common US name) Head Consulate in 
Barcelona about material about Port Vendres. Addendum KOSp. Cf also our letter secret no. 21658 of the 
12th July. KOSp 6170. 

15.7.44 Berlin-Madrid 1. 142.   For Elcano for Don I and DON III secret Refernce difference with Pollmann in 
Perpignan.  Ref. Don I 2992 (not received) of 28.6.44  Don I 2294 28.6.44, Don III 1454 of 26.7.44 Don 
III 1459 of 26.6.44.  Don III must ascertain what reasons caused Polmann in Perpignan not to allow the 
Gewaehrsleute to enter France, even though Polmann as Don III of ?.7.44 shows … 

22.8.44 Berlin-Lisbon. 70  Secret/ For Ludovico (AOB, he was no longer in charge!) to Ciro Medizinalrat 
Franzen and Regierungsrat Carganico are leaving fpr Barcelona by air of 25.8. Returning air on 28.8. Don 
I Ciro and Don II are coming to Barcelona for discussion in the next few days. Don I is informing Don II. 
Don III is attending to accomodation and will book a’ plane seat for retun flight on 28. Don I informed 
Pellis  No. 370/8/44  Secret VI Z 0f 21/8. (AOB, likely is: Amt Mil VI Z) 
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22.8.44 Madrid-Berlin. 631  To Junta II. Ref. your message 370/8/44 Secret 6 Z  
112582 of 21/8 (AOB, Amt Mil Vi Abteilung Z)(AOB, notice that the old Abwehr was  
112389 merged in the RSHA complex after the failed assasination on Hitler on 20 July 44) 
23.8.44 Madrid-Berlin. 662 To Junta.  Don II and III have received instructions  
112613 to work on the III F (AOB, old former designation of the Abwehr Section III-F 

counter-espionage) penetration of Souhern France to clarify the intelligence centres in 
the process of information on the other side of the Spanish-French frontier.  Please 
inform us if anything os already known in this connection at your end. Don I No. 795. 

28.8.44 19. From Barna (AOB, = Spain, formerly named Garten)  For Ludovico Forros  
113300 (AOB, Forros = Obstlt. d. L. Dr. Rudolf Frederici Leiter KOP Mitte ’43 – 45; he 

replaced about May 1944 Ludovico, on orders of Kuebart and Amtschef Hansen) Ciro 
passes following: Returning possible Friday (1/9) at earliest since Freund has not 
arrived to date and no definite information about arrivals is to hand. Don III KOSp 
3080. Berlin-Lisbon.  

1.9.44  Madrid-Berlin. 15.  To Junta. Don III enquires on 17/6 as follows:  
113770 Marcel Zelich has made contact here and states that you are interested in his going to 

Portugal.  He needs urgently a letter of recommendation from the firm Heinzelmann, 
Reutlingen in French which would have to be sent here.  Instructionsrequested about 
Marcel Zelich.  KOSp Don I  803. 

3.9.44 Madrid-Lisbon.  2. Forros (AOB, = Frederici, the new Leiter of KOP, since end  
113985(Isk) of May early June 1944, Ludovico had been recalled) for Ciro.  Please obtain from 

your end plane-seat for Italian Piani who has been waiting here since 20.8 for transport 
to Germany,  Don III 1727 Elcano 3137. (AOB, curious how long the old designations 
still being used; also Leisserner, the former KO Leiter Spain was replaced by: Obstlt. 
Kleyenstüber in August, albeit, that Leissner remained in Spain, but no longer being 
the Leiter)  

29.8.44 Hamburg-Gijon. (Hamburg’s Auslanddienst (Ast-X))  No. 52.  Everything  
96667(Isk) possible will be done to help Ludwig and Wilhelm.  Who is Tercero (AOB, = Dr. 

Goertiz =Dupont = Don III and occasionally also using since in Spain Tercero) Kind 
regards. 

3.9.44 Madrid-Berlin. 56. Junta. Don III reports: Spanish consulate Perpignan  
113941(Isk) forcibly occupied by Red Spaniards. Spainish Republican flag joisted. De Gaulle 

athorities declare themselves temporaily unable to force evacuation Spanish Consul 
and procurist arrived on Spanish soil. Report reliable. Source Vetter 4, Don I 805 KO 
Sp. 

3.9.44 Berlin-Madrid. 41 Most Secret.  For Elcano (AOB, remember Elcano  
114137(Isk) was Ii thus head of communications, it was often maintained as more reliable, because 

less bureaucracy involved) for Don I and Don III. Ref Marcel Zelich Ref. FS 15 from 
Sabine (AOB, = a name of the KO Sp. W/T station) Don III 1706 of 2/9/44 (Isk 
113770). Zelich has been working for Polmann for a considerable time, and is 
considered by him as reliable, He has a contact in Portugal which fits into the sphere 
of our assignments, for which he was ceded to us, and which he is to bring into 
activity on this journey. Zelich has already called on Polmann’s representative in 
Barna (Spain) earlier, The desired letter of recommendation will go direct to Polmann, 
Barna for the sake of speed.  Polmann has been informed, that the letter of 
recommendation os on the way to him.  Zelich is to be assisted. Junta II (AOB, might 
“II” indicate that he was engaged in “II” sabotage work?) No. 264/44  Most Secret.  

7.9.44 Lisbon-Madrid. 58.   Ciro to Don III.  Ref. Don III 1727 (Isk 113985).  The Air  
114644(Isk) Attaché here today sent a message to the Metro Air Attaché with request to send Piani 

on. 
8.9.44 Lisbon-Madrid.    58.   Ciro to Don III reports: Unternehmen Ausland reports from  
125148(Isk) Washington that Roosevelt left Washington on 31/8 for an unknown destination. Is presumed 

to be Quebec + where he is awaiting Churchill or has already met him. Torre (AOB, alias of 
the new K.d.M. Madrid Leiter: Obstlt. Kleyenstueber) Don I KdMSp 3220. 

13.9.44 Lisbon-Berlin. 599 Forros to HIOB (AOB, old designation of: Heer – Abwehr Section  
115680(Isk) I – Ost – Berlin)  Brinckmann informs us that it is proposed to send more clerks to Lisbon. As 

more clerks not required here, we propose you drop matter.  
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13.9.44 Lisbon-Berlin.        600.  Forros to HIOB. On 12/9Angestelt Brinckann arrived. KMP (AOB,  
115732(Isk) Kommandomeldegebiet Portugal, RSHA designation) was not informed of the plan to instal 

here.  Difficulties are to be expected in employing Brickmann in Lisbon, owing to her identity 
with the B., who expelled her from Tanger.  The former Spanish chauffeur of Dupont, who is 
working for the American Embassy here, recently dropped hints to Ciro which showed that he 
is fully informed of the activity of Dupont and his clerk. In Tanger.  He also demanded in a 
blackmailin manner 7000 escudos which he alleges are still due to him.  The American I.S. will 
seize upon the fact of its becoming known at once. Especially as the Portuguese are expecting 
that no persons expelled from Spain will receive  further employment in Portugal.  The Press 
Attaché who worked in Tanger who was temporarily employed at Legatiom here, had to be 
recalled for the same reason. There are therefore weighty objections to employing B in Lisbon.  
Forros.  

14.9.44 Lisbon-Madrid. 44.  Forros to Elcano for Don III. Ref. your FS 1727 (Isk 113985). Please 
report to this end by W/T Piani’s departure. 

14.9.44 Berlin-Lisbon.  50.  Secret.  To Forros  Ref. your 599 (Isk 115680) and 600 (Isk 115732).   
115601(Isk) Send the Brinckman woman back here at the earliest opportunity. Nothing known here about 

the dispatch of more typist to your end.  HIOB 1174/9/44/ 
15.9.44  Berlin-Lisbon. 624. Ciro (AOB, Cramer of KOP Lisbon) to Don I.  Seat on plane booked from  
115703(Isk) here om instructions from Berlin for Brinkmann by Lufthansa, leaving Madrid on 16/9/ 

Brinkmann leaves by air on 16/9 by Spanish maschine for Madrid. Please slip on the Lufthansa 
plane,  Forros Ciro. 

19.9.44 Madrid 1 – Berlin. 488.  To Erizo, Plisch.  I suggest the following for Barna (= Barcelona).  1)  
115715(Isk) Release Portal from armed forces.  His reservation can be obtained through being a chief V-

Mann.  2) Leutner ZF (AOB, = Zahlstellefinanzen is paymaster) remains technically under 
Pago (AOB, he was the Chief Paymaster)  but will be subordinate locally to Frederico (AOB, 
Consul Rüggeberg in Barcelona).   3) Zintgraf will be put in in cold storage (AOB, Auf 
Eisgelegt), he will remain with Portal.  The new W/T operator, should the proposal contained 
in our message 3198 of 7/9 (Isk 114720) be carried out from your end, will become technically 
under Leon, localy under Frederico.   4) Nest Barna (AOB, Barcelona) will thus be separated 
into single networks Portal, Frederico, Montenegro, Espada and Don III. Technically cover-
contact for post, W/T and money remains under Frederico. K.d.M. Sp. 3310. Torre (AOB, = 
Kleyenstueber) 
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16.9.44 Madrid-Berlin.   539.  To Junta, also for Erizo.  Don III states in No. 1763  that  
115819(Isk) worker 3344 (V-Mann) reports that the Anglo-Saxon diplomatic agencies 

whish to have ruling made that every issue of a visa for France from the Iberian 
Peninsula by De Gaulle agencies, whether for French or non-French persons, 
be made to depend upon their consent. KDMSp. Don I 820. 

16.9.44 Lisbon-Berlin.  626.  Forros to Hiob, Brinckmann dispatched on 16/9 by  
115803 Lufthansa. 
16.9.44 Madrid-Lisbon.  19.  To Forros. Ref, your signal 44 of 14/9 (Isk 11566?) in re  
115858 Piani.  The Luft Att. At his end cannot make seat on the plane aivailable before 

23/9.  We recommend that the Luft. Att. At your end put in a claim.  In view of 
the seats which are at his disposal please let us know whether the intervention 
at this end of Luft, Att. Metro ceases herewith.  Elcano 3314.   

16.9.44  Madrid-Berlin.   541.   Also for Erizo,   Dupont states in No. 2605: Peter  
115844 reports that English military Attaché had discussion with American Minister 

Childs on an undertaken with parachutiste troops which is planned on the 
German-Danish frontiers (AOB, classical for of deception)  and is to take place 
simultaneously with the attack on Western Germany (AOB, Operation Market 
Garden on 17 September about Arnheim)  Peter states that he received this 
information direct from Child’s orderly.  KDMSp  Don I 821. 

20.9.44 Madrid-Berlin.   No 669.  To Junta. Don III tells us to inform Erizo that the  
116427(Isk) station Poste 112 St. Gaur (Haur)Merkur (Madrid?) is not getting contact. It 

will call on 20’and 21/9 from 214(0) hourse to 2245 hrs.  Spanish Summer 
Times.  KOSP. Don I No. 823. 

 
 
 
 

↓ 
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23.9.44  Lisbon-Madrid.    51.  Forros Dias to Elcano for Don III.  The wife of Piani and her son leave  
116758(Isk) Lisbon by Lufthansa on 23/9.  Inform Piani Hotel Majestic, Barcelona, at once that a seat has been 

reserved for him and in the same plane. 
4.10.44 Madrid-Berlin.    126.   Erizo and Junta.  Red Spanish General Riquelme has arrived in  
118825(Isk) Toulouse from Marseilles.  Thereby it has again been proved that Toulouse must be regarded as an 

important centre of the Red Spaniards,  Don III Nr. 1836  KdM Sp. Nr. 3609. 
4.10.44 Madrid 1 – Berlin.  123 To Erizo and Junta.  Undertaking director in Merkur (AOB, Kanzlei  
118327(Isk) Madrid) reported that the British Consul General Farquhar asked Spanish captain and chief of Iberia 

Matamoros on 25/9 for new data about German airline Stuttgart-Merkur (AOB, now meaning Madrid), 
abour the amount of mail carried, flying hight, time of start and whether direct from Berlin to Stuttgart. M 
promised to provide information and reported on 30/9 to the British Consulate that German plane had 
disappeared.  Don III No. 1833 KDMSP 3608.  

6.10.44 Madrid-Berlin.    160.    To Erizo Ref … According to what Frederico and Don III have  
118624(Isk) ascertained G was vansihed into (7 corrupt) probably to estate of Spanish father-in-law.  Request for his 

departure has been forwarded through the latterm hitherto without result/ Elcano-Torre No. 3672 (G = 
Engel von Griesbach). 

6.10.44 Madrid-Berlin.   182.. To Erizo and Junta,  Ref. Don III + 1812 of 29/9 (not received)  
4082(Isba) Confirmation of (17 corrupt) of the American and English service in London by English V-Mann 

Ricardo. According to statement of American Consul in London, measures against Russian service are 
being decided on Don III 1849 KdMSp. 3631.   

9.10.44 Madrid-Berlin.   272.   To Enrizo/Plisch.  Re your message 1029/9 of 10/7 (not received)   The  
119245 opinion of Don I is that nothing can be said this end about the persons mentioned, because they are 

unknwn at this end.  Inquiry is being made at Don III.  We propose that the people in question be supplied 
with instructions, money etc., in such a way that they can and must work completely separate from 
KDMSPm also as regards the passport affair.  Elcano Torre 3678. 

14.10.44 Berlin-Madrid. 188.   To Elcano for Don I for Don III. Radio when Don III received bar to the Iron- 
119963 Cross?  Junta 1286/10/44 Secret. 
18.10.44 Madrid-Berlin. 558.  To Junta.  Ref message Junta 12 (Isk 119963)  Don III received bar to Iron  
120175 Cross II on 1/6/40.  Don III 1887. KDMSp 3827. 
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24.10.44 Madrid-Berlin.   823.  Erizo Plisch.  I request your opinion on Tischauer, Hans, Formerly directed by  
120848(Isk)  Kliemann in particular your estimate of his activity date, Half-Jewish. At this end Consul Bilbao takes a 

negative view of him, because of alledged deceptions. Alize III’s (AOB, = Dr. Goeritz = Don III) attitude 
is similar because he interfered in the affairs of the former and then carried them to Polmann Barna 
(Barna = Barcelona).  I shall continue investigations here, but I need your opinion up to date as soon as 
possible.  Elcano Torre 3968  Most Secret. 

26.10.44 Lisbon-Madrid.   98.  Alma to Don III. V-Mann Augustm formerly Max, who is known to you, will arrive  
121049(Isk) by the next German plane with a German passport on his way through Germany.  
26.10.44 Lisbon-Berlin.   Alma to Freund ..Don III will report August’s departure from Barcelona. 
121118(Isk) 
27.10.44 Madrid-Berlin.   934.  To Erizo.  Ref. your message 10788/10 of 19/10.  Reference wrong, should have  
121128(Isk) read Dupont 2591 to Junta. Elcano Torre   4022.  
29.10.44 Madrid-Berlin.   1011.  Erizo Plisch for Freund.  Please inform Carlos,  formerly Perpignan, that at the  
121494(Isk) urgent request of Vetter Klavierspieler Saint Gaur must be silenced for a time.  We are continuing to pay 

subsistence allowance for the present.  Alice 3 (AOB, Alice 3 = Alice III = Don III = Dupont) No.8.  
KDMSP 4065. 

 
 
 
↓ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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1.11.44 Lisbon-Madrid.    Forros to Sabine for Torre for Alice(AOB, Forros = Obst Frederici Leiter  
121901(Isk) KOP in Lisbon, Sabine is the name of the W/T station of KO Sp. in Madrid) Ref Alice I No 17 

of 27th Oct. and No. 22 of 31st Oct, (see Isk 121309 and 121914 on August)(AOB, consider 
August being a person’s name, not ment the month August)   Ahlendorf and Butschek who 
were dispatched from this end are in Madrid.  Transport on to Berlin very urgent.  Please send 
on at the first opportunity, as the English want to get hold of themm which would greatly 
compromise KMP and the Portuguese police.  Details about the matter are known to Alice I 
and III.  

1.11.44 Madrid-Berlin.   To Erizo, via Don I (AOB, = Obstlt. Borscheid) for Freund.  Vetter IV  
121943(Isk) communicates after return from Pyrenees frontier, that Red Spanish formations Valle de Aran 

in the strength of 4/5000 men were overpowered and neutralised on 27/28th.  Vetter IV believes 
that as a result the Pyrenees frontier has been cleared up and for the time being no noteworthy 
Red Spanish attacks are any longer to be expected. Alize (Alice III KDMSP 4112.  

3.11.44 Lisbon-Madrid.   106.   To Alice III.  Please request  August not to telephone on any account to  
123348(Isk) Lisa, since otherwise, according to Weinberg (AOB, = Portugal) police, the English may 

intervene against August in Spain and difficulties may arise.  Alma. 
3.11.45 Stuttgart-Madrid.   8.  Tubus to Elcano.   Ref. your Elcano Torre 4016 (not received) Ref. para  
122339(Isk) 1ST. Gaur is known to Don III.  Tubus 3052. 
4.11.44  Madrid-Berlin.   131.  To Froehlich.  Vetter expresses official thanks for the excellent 
112500(Isk) collaboration of A(lice) II and III.   Both men are receiving military passes.  For the rest, it can  

be reported that no member of my union is affected by the expansion question.  Primero 030 
KDMSP. 

9.11.44  Lisbon-Berlin.   175,  Cecil to Zirkus Froehlich.  Ref Don 3 (III) No. 1862 and Don I No. 3476 
123345(Isk) (neither received) Enquires at this end have revealed, that Gil Robles is residing in Vintage as  

before. 
12.11.44  Madrid-Berlin.   433.  Babette (AOB, Amt Mil, R.S.H.A.)   Ref. your message 11329 of 3/10  
123727(Isk) and our message 5209 of 6/11 (Isk 121904 and Isk 122802 on Gefr, Wilhelm Hexamer). 1)  H 

reported to Alice III in Barna (AOB, Barcelona) on 26.8  According to Frederico (AOB, = 
Consul Rüggeberg) report on 9/11. this was reported to Freund and X on 5/9.  2)  Pleace state 
wheteher  H is to be despatched to his unit. Elcano Ramirez 5513. 
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12.11.44 Madrid-Berlin.   434. For Babbette.  Ref. your message 11329 of 31/10, our message 5315 of  
123727(Isk)* 11/11 (Isk123727). X = Kdo. 120.  Elcano Ramirez 5316. 
* (AOB, this Isk number had foregoing been used as well) 
17.11.44  Madrid-Berlin.  594. To Burg (AOB, = Berlin) for Babette.  Your 11399/7 of 31/10 (Isk  
124225(Isk) 121904 see Hexamer’s card)  our message 5315 of 11/11 (Isk 123727). Please see letter to 

Alize(Alice) III No. 101 to Freund of 10/11.  Elcano Ramirez No. 5382. 
22.11.44 Madrid-Berlin.   775.   For Freund.  Ref, Agnes III Nr. 1978 of 22/9 (not received) and Agnes I  
125029(Isk) Nr. 823 of 18/9/44 (not received)  St. Gauer temporaily not functioning;  he will transmit again 

on the 21st from 2145 to 2245 hrs. C.E.T. (AOB, = Central European Time)  Tercero (AOB, = 
Alice III = Don III) Nr. 140 Elcano 5461. 

22.11.44 Madrid-Berlin.  776. For Freund.  Andorra occupied on 17/11 by about 80 French gendarmes  
125030(Isk) under command of a colonel and 2 captains.  On 18/11 Spanish gendarmerie in approximately 

the same strength under command of a major entered. Situation between SpaniardsFrenchis 
straind at times.  Tercero No. 139 Elcano 5462. 

23.11.44 Madrid-Berlin.   800.  Most Secret.   For Froehlich and Mate (AOB, Mate is directly to be  
125023(Isk) linked onto Amt Mil, like Babette) for Rodriguez.  Cavellero (AOB, just another alias of Dr. 

Herman Goeritz = Don III and Alize III …)   Details are still lacking.  The English made a 
sharp protest to Vukr. (or Bver?)(? Baer?  Expulsion has already taken place.  German protest 
rejected, as proof is to hand.  I am trying to enlist aid to Vettern in the order to obtain 
postponement of date of departure, especially as Jaime is also greatly endangered.  Please see 
that a suitable substitute is provided immediatelym to be incorporated in Consulate General.  
At the same time please hasten departure of Lange in order to secure my service.  

 
 Perhaps provisional employment of Lang in Merkur (=Kanzlei in Madrid)  intended by you 

will not be considered possible for reasons of cover, as Lange’s contact with Cavellero must be 
on no account become known because of his activitiy in Pantheria  (AOB, Tanger sector).  
Ramon No. 060 Most Secret KDMSP.  

 
↓ 
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24.11.44 Madrid-Berlin. 880.  Most Secret.   Froehlich and Mate for Rodriguez.  Ref. your signal 060  
125124(Isk) Most Secret of 23.11 (Isk 125023)  Alize (Alice) II has discovered in Merkur that Cavellero 

affair has been enormously exaggerated by the enemy. There is no evidence incriminating 
Cavellero.  Rescue operation by Vettern in programme. Cannot yet by conjunctuered whether 
succeful.  Ramon 065 Most Secret  KDMSP.  

25.11.44 Madrid-Berlin.  Most Secret.  899.  For Froehlich and Mate for Rodriguez.  Ref. Cavellero.   
125291(Isk) Ref our message 060 Most secret  (Isk 125023).  Discussions Vetter I at presidency and with 

Baer officials concerning Cavellero  yielded no result, as Evangelish Embassy is making affair 
question a prestige Vetter is going to request Onkel who is returning on Mondaym to negotiate 
personally with Baer.  He does not think however, he will be successful, nor has Onkel’s 
recommendation, that Jaime expulsion order is rescinded been so far successful.  His 
internment is a question of  days or hours,  Control Tercero and Agnes from Metro or Senta not 
possible.  Danger to Primero and Segundo forbids attempt of this kind.  Ramon 067 KDMSP 
Most Secret.  

25.11.44 Madrid-Berlin.   Most Secret.  900. For Froehlich and Mate for Rodriquez Ref. Cavellero.   
125200(Isk) Further our message 067 (Isk 125191) Most Secret. Of 25.11.  The report of A 2, who has 

returned from Merkur and who stopped there ½ day, shows that Dienststelle Tercero cannot 
kept going. An attempt will be made by means of a doctor’s certficate to ensure that A 3 (Alice 
III) remain in the house for a little while longer.  Please see to it that a successor be appointed 
without delay, or come to some other decision. Ramon 069 Most Secret KDMSP.  

27.11.44 Madrid-Berlin. Most Secret.  941.  For Froehlich amd Mate for Rodriguez.  Cavellero will  
125288(Isk) commence return journey in about 10-14 days time.  Efforts unsuccessful, as very probable 

Evangelische service (AOB, I tend to believe: that the Foreign Office (Auswärtiges Amt) being 
meant, and Diplomats in quite many cases acted anti-Abwehr) has discovered his Pantheria 
activity, and it s perhaps also known that he directs R-organisation (AOB, = Stay behind). 
Attempts are made being made to re-organise R organisation. Further attempt to save at least 
Jaime in progress. Cavellero’s position here in any case weakm as owing to his Pantheria 
activity it is not possible to register him with Buero Baer (AOB, May I suppose the Legation or 
Embassy?)   Hence it appears necessary to  incorporate successor in consulate general Mercur 
(Merkur) before arrival.  Ramon No. 071 Most Secret. 
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29.11.44 Berlin-Madrid.  439.  Most Secret.  For Elcano for Alize I. Sub?t.  Calellero. Ref. signal No.  
123474(Isk) 899 from Sabine of 26.11.44 (Isk 125191). A substitute for Cavellero cannot at present be 

supplied from here. Alize II must take over the direction of Diensstelle Barna (= Barcelona).  
In order not to compromise Alize II anything which cannot be maintained in Barna must be 
discontinued.  Alize II must also take over Agnes network so far as possible.  I think that 
attempts to retain Cavellero or Jaime are hopeless and only do harm.  We also consider it 
impracticable to enlist Vettern, who are obviously doing nothing because they have got cold 
feet.  Freund 881/44. 

29.11.44 Madrid II – Berlin.   997.   Most Secret.  For Froehlich.  In re Dienststelle Merkur.  Ref. Your  
125478(Isk) message 881/44 (Isk 125474).  The attitude to be taken up with reference to the above message 

is as follows: 1)  It is not our opinion here that further attempts to retain Vavellero are useless.  
He will still be ill for some time.  It is therefore to be avoided that breakdowns should be occur 
as a consequence of a sudden rupture of relation.  2) It appears at this end advisable to keep 
Jaome and that indeed in agreement with Vettern is by no means pointless for they have not got 
cold feet, but have only been powerless in many cases vis-à-vis Baer because the latter is their 
superior. (AOB, Dr. Herman Goeritz was posted in Tanger as being Vice Consul, and therefore 
he is a Diplomate, and a subject of the German Foreign Office)  4) It will be discussed with 
Alize II how best he can attempt to utilise the forces situated in the area of the Dienststelle 
Merkur.(AOB, Kanzlei in Madrid)   5)  Agnes network will probably be switched to Metro 
(AOB, = Madrid) The activity of of Alize II seems to us too valuable to compromise him with 
it.  6)  When refering to message please do not quote the Sabine (= K.d.M Madrid W/T station) 
number but Most Secret.  KdMSP. 

 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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30.11.44 Madrid-Berlin.     1023.  Babette Selva.(AOB, at least Babette = Amt Mil)  Ref. your message  
4627 (Isba) 12907 of 24/11 (not received)  Assignment also in Ramon’s opinion practicable, as according 

to Tercero H is in close touch with enemy service and both the V-Mann making enquiry and 
Marcos would be “blown”.  Apparently no-one is controlling H at the moment,  Of our 
message 5213(Isk 12727) and 5314 of 12/11.  Elcano Ramirez 55778. 

5.12.44 Madrid-Berlin.   124.  Most Secret.  For Froehlich, Cavelero has been certified chronically ill  
139387(Isk) and unable to travel for several months by the official doctor in agreement with Civil 

Governor.  He is at the same time capable of acting at least to a limited extent.  A II will instal 
himself if it is established whether Jaime can be saved as latter 10 corrupt is for new-set-up.  
Primero 088 Most Secret. 

11.12.44 Madrid- Berlin.   Most Secret.  271.  To Froehlich.  A few days ago the Praesidium made  
139186(Isk) enquiry where A II lived.  Investigations at once set pm foot by the Vettern showed that 

enquiry emanated from Baer.  Hence it is to be expected that in a short time the same steps will 
be taken against A II as against Cavellero.  Reports is made as a precaution.  Everything 
possible is being done at this end,  A II’s position is more assured than Cavellero’s was, owing 
to incorporation.  Primero 100 Most Secret. KDMSP. 

11.12.44 Madrid-Berlin.    286. To Burg (AOB, = Berlin) for Froehlich.  Most Secret.   Ref. our message  
139373(Isk) 100 Most Secret of 11/12/44.  1) Even if the matter is not yet acute, despite your refusal I again 

request permission for A II to apply for second nationality. (AOB, applying for a Spanish 
nationallity  as well)  Even when on account no decision has been given by competent Stellen 
and nothing can yet be said about prospects of success, we consider this step, if not too late, 
very much in the interest of the Servicem and are of the opinion that an attempt should be 
made.  2)  We againd draw your attention to the fact that should Secundo take over Tercero, the 
former will be in extraordinary danger of compromise as his domicile is Senta and not Merkur. 
(AOB, Kanzlei in Madrid).  Premero 102 Most Secret. 

 
 
 

↓ 
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12.12.44 Madrid-Berlin.   Most Secret.  301.  To Burg for Froehlich.  10  Ref. Cavellero.  Vetter IV  
130609(Isk) ascertained through discussion with the Lutheraner (AOB, Lutheraner might be set similar to 

Evangelisch?, hence, the party dealt with likely is the Consulate or the Embassy) that a change 
seems to have come about in so far as the expulsion of Cavellero was neither disired by the 
Lutehraner nor approved.  According pressure obviously comes only from the Evangelischer..  
Vetter IV is optimistic about further work of Cavellero:  he is evengoing to make domicile 
available.  2)   From discussion which followed Vetter I, it emerged that the latter, together 
with Onkel, is making sharp representations to Baer with the object of exempting the whole  
Alize set-up removing them  completely from the expulsion list.  Reason given is the seni-
official incorporation of the Alize set-up into the AEM? Vetter I and Onkel are of the opinion 
that single action are no longer opportune and would entail a dissipation of the forces available, 
since as a result of the advanced situation and dissension between the Evangelischer and the 
Lutheraner, a decision in principle on this subject is bound to ensue.  Vetter I confirms that for 
the present the Lutheraner no longer seem internated in expulsion.  3) Expulsion likewise 
already prolungated against A II, A II ordered to this end. (AOB, likely Madrid)   He will 
spend the night in the Embassy  Without prejudicing the steps which the Vetter are taking I 
urgently request Amtschef (AOB, Schellenberg or Kaltenbrunner) to send personal instructions 
to Buelow for the Ambassador at this end in the question of expulsion by every means, 
referring to the fact that A II has been firmly worked in at the Consulate in Senta:  These 
instructions are very urgent,  4)  Contents of our message 102 Most Secret of 11/12 are 
cancelled, Primero 103 Most Secret KDMSP. 

13.12.44 Madrid-Berlin.   329. For Froehlich. Tercero reports with No. 248 in 12/12:  German P/W;s  
12701(Isk) French camps near Perpignan and Narbonne are now wearing summer clothing. No blankets.  

No great-coats. They are suffering very much very much from the cold.  Apart from this the 
food is utterly inadequate.  Beats are said to have occurred already.  Primero 106 KDMSP. 

 
 
 
 

↓ 
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14.12.44 Madrid-Berlin.   381.  To Debitor.  Glocked reports from source V Ramon via Alize III that  
135604(Isk) exchange of French francs in notes in Amor is imminent,  Report will follow after exchange 

has been made, Pago 1231 (AOB, Pago = Head Paymaster, in Madrid) 
15.12.44 Madrid-Berlin.   431.  To Freund.  1) With regard to matters of A 2 (Alize II) Onkel invited  
129525(Isk) Baer yesterday and asked him in person (AOB, persönlich).  Recue should be assured.  2) 

Rescue action for Jaime proceedingm for Vavellero no prospects,  3)  Baer has promised from 
now on to ask A(lto) E(stado) M(ayor) beforehand in conncetion with these actions.   4 )Vetter 
I considers the working –in of Cavellero’s successor proposed here in accordance with message 
103 Most Secretm absolutely necessary.  5)  Promised Baer to address desired report about 
Lange to your end immediately,  Please call on him in the next few days to see if information 
has already been received,  Primero 116 Most Secret KDMSP. 

16.12.44 Madrid 1 – Berlin.  462  For Freund (AOB, Freund, Obstlt. Gruppenleiter formerly  
139294(Isk) Ausland/Abwehr III (III-F) Thereafter Amt Mil VI Z (III-F)).  Tercero reports in message No. 

2, 265.  At present negotiations are nearing conclusion whereby USA will take over the whole 
of Spain railwais with the conditiom that in future all railway material in Spain will be bought 
in the USA, Spanish industry is to be kept going with orders. Addendum Primero There is no 
evidence for this report at this end. Primero No. 119 KDMSP.   

22.12.44 Madrid-Berlin.  Most Secert 641,  To Burg (=Berlin) for Freund.  Ref. Primero 105 Most  
132577(Isk) Secret. Of 13/12 (Isk 129658).   With reference to discussion with Ramirez, who has just 

returned, I can only point out again, as in duty bound, that the only possible incorporation here 
must be of a diplomatic character, because otherwise when attacks on Cesar startm they 
certainly will it will be impossible to maintain the corporation. Even the kind of incorpoaration 
proposed by you offers no protection in this respect, We must be realise clearly that the new 
Tercerom if he works at allm is bound to be recognised for what he is.  Please inform 
Rodriguez also of this matter,  Primero 127 Most Secret KDMSP. 

23.12.44 Stettin via Hamburg-Vigo. No. 10. Cont. … that of Pablo you should warn Rebordero. Also  
96348(Isk) friends whom you can inform of it confidentially. Cabellero should als deal the matter 

confidentially. 
 

↓ 
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28.12.44 Berlin-Madrid.   No. 365, Most Secret for Alize I and Alize III.  Ref. Freund No. 1371/44 of  
131764(Isk) 27/12/44 (not received)   1)  Refers to the (6 corrupt) people Faerber,  2)  The following have 

been given addresses.  A ) Dr. Frabisco Salat (or Saowt)m Barcelona, Vanaletib (or Vlettas).  5.  
b)  Fulalia Iparreguiro (or Ipearuguiirf), Barcelona, Calabria 37, ground floor, right,   3) The 
letters are to be handed over to Air o? Controller Born.  Freund 1104/44 Most Secret. 

30.12.44 Madrid-Berlin.  Message with 109 groups QTA.  809.  To Burg (= Berlin) for Babette Mate  
129507(Isk) (AOB, I tend to suppose: Babette and Mate both once had been part of Amt Mil of RSHA)  

Ref. your message 11329/7 of 31/10 in re Hexamer.(AOB, was he once described as “H”?)  1) 
According to verbal report of Selva to Ramirez ge demand for the return of H (AOB, see 
foregoing notice of H) is adhered to, in spite of the fact that according the letter Alize III (Nr. 
10 to Freund of 10/11 he has contacted Alize meanwhile and found employment 2)  Please 
decide with Freund and advise by W/T where H is to be despatched to.  Guttierres (AOB, Ii  he 
is Elcano) Ranirez Nr. 5847. 

3.1.45 Madrid-Berlin.   58.  Babette for Freund.  Cabellero took up his abode on 16th December in  
133947(Isk) Klinkik. A report is to hand from a very reliable source, stating that the English service 

discontinued surveillance of Caballero at the end of December, and also decided that 
Caballero’s sojourn and work is probably assured for January. Tercero No. 357. KDMSP. 

5.1.45 Madrid-Berlin.   Most Secret 120.  For Freund.  Would be grateful if could be informed  
128899(Isk) approximately when the arrival of Tercero’s successor may be expected. Primero Most Secret 

KDMSP. 
5.1.45 Madrid-Berlin.   105, Most Secret.  To Freund,  Ref. your letter No. 1336 of 1/12/44.   A III  
139740(Isk) catalogue is being sent with letter No. 394 of 4/1/45/ Open envelope only in dark-room, as it 

contains undeveloped film.  Primero No. 147 Most Secret KDMSP. 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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11.1.45 Berlin-Madrid. 156  Secret .  For Gutierrez (AOB, = Ii Elcano)-Ramirez. Ref.  your 6847 of  
133501(Isk) 30/12.  Ref. para (Isk 129507)  1)  Letter Alize III No. 101 to Freund has apparently not 

reached him,  Send  us the gist in brief by W/T so that agreement can be reached with Freund, 
to whom Heinrich is not known.  Babette Mate  13824/12/44. 

12.1.45 Madrid-Berlin.   Most Secret. 320.  To Burg (= Berlin) for Freund.  An enquiry by Kansleichef  
133395(Isk) at Baer’s (AOB, = German Embassy or General Konsul in Madrid) showed that the greatest 

importance is placed upon the speedy recovery or departure of Tercero.  (Alize Roemisch I No. 
165. 
(AOB, this latter fact is in accordance with what I earlier have pointed at, that German 
diplomats were widely opposing the Intellegence services. Not dealt within this summary, but 
in the course of 1944, the Ambassador has ordered that the KO Services should leave the 
Embassy premises, and had to move to a site where they lacked diplomatic immunity. 
However, unlike their attitude, in some way or another they gained later some kind of 
protection. This discrepancy was being caused by the fact that the Foreign Office (Auswärtiges 
Amt) was acting nearly entirely independent of the other German Services.  A not clear but 
apparent tru fact, is, that so-called “Vice Consuls” abroad were often engaged in intelligence 
matters than they were on the diplomatic front). 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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12.1 45 Berlin-Madris. 178, To Alize I and Alize III,  I regret to report that during raid on Nünberg,  
131563(Isk) office buildings and store-houses of the firm of Alize III were destroyed. Krumm Walter 

?eannett burnt out. All are well in person, Relatives of Nommel in Nürnberg received no 
damage.  Freund 238/45 Secret (Kl.g) (AOB, Dr. Goeritz originated from Nürnberg) 

12.1.45 Madrid-Berlin.   351. Most Secret.  To Freund.  Results of today’s discussion with Vettern:  1)  
6227(Isba) Jaime affair not yet decided, but not hopeless.  2)  New man, brother of Valentin, has been 

found for rendering support to Tercero’s successor. Vetter has promised issue of necessary 
papers.   3) Vetter ascertained in my presence that the Lange affair has put before Baer with the 
recommendation of the presidency; tedious and prolonged handling of the matter due not to 
malice but to beaucratic procedure at this end.  Alize I KDMSP. 

13.1.45 Madrid-Berlin.   3(6, text doubtful) 7.  Most Secret.  To Freund.  With reference to the  
129948(Isk) discussion with Rodriguez the following may be reported. 1)  Incorporation of Tercero 

successor in a diplomatic post fairly soon is to be prefered from a service point of view in any 
case.  2) The nature of activity depends greatly on whether Jaime can remain or not.  Valentin’s 
brother is earmarked to facilitate the matter (see message 168).  3) A way out also appears to be 



incorporation as a business Mann in the firm Unicoloring Merkur (Madrid).  4)  In any case 
expedite his coming here as much as possible.  5)  All questions may best be discussed here.  
Alize I No. 171. KDMSP. 

15.1.45 Berlin-Madrid.   220.  Most Secret.  To Alize I.  Ref. signals Alize I 165. Most Secret of  
131785(Isk) 12/1/45.  Tercero has to travel home as quickly as possible.  His departure will rather facilitate 

Jaime’s postion. (AOB, all notice in vain, as in April 45 Dr. Goeritz will be still considered not 
fit for travel)  Jaime is shortly to take charge of the service in Merkur, and considerably 
strengthen his position for maintaining valuable existing connections. (rest corrupt) 

15.1.45 Madrid-Berlin.    425.   For Babette Mate,  Ref your signal 13824/12 of 11/1.  Content read:  1)   
131546(Isk) H reported on 21 August in Merkur with red permit of Kommando Kondor. (AOB, may this 

have to be linked on to the German/Italian support to Franco during the revolutionary days 
between 1937-39?) His commitment was to fetch 2 “piano-players” from Picador.  He did not 
announce his status as an active soldier and was therefore employed in first place by Alize 3 
(III).  Ramirez Guttierez (AOB, = Ii Elcano) 6019 

16.1.45 Madrid-Berlin.  490.  Most Secret.  For Freund (AOB, = Gruppenleiter Obstlt. Amt Mil (VI)  
129482(Isk) Abteilung Z (III-F))   Ref. Your message 44 of 15/1.  A(lize) III has been ordered (AOB, 

apparently not by the Spaniards, but through pressure of the Embassy or Mil Amt) to leave by 
air by the end of of January.  Jaime still ill and unfit for duty.  The man mentioned secondly in 
our message 175 will maintain exosting? contacts.  It is now known that harsh procedure 
against A III is to be ascribed to the fact that he used to work in Patheria.  Alize I 180 Most 
Secret KDMSP.  

26.1.45 Berlin-Madrid.     402.  Secret.  Rodriguez.  Ref.  your 6174 of 25/1.  Successor has been ready  
129675(Isk) to leave from your end since Tuesday.  At the moment 1 steamer will be out of service for 3 

months.  The second will be on the slipway for weeks and the third, for which a successor has 
been bookedm at your end.  We are doing our utmost, but, please do not ask the impossible, as 
in message 6040 of January 16th para 3.  Babette, Mate 13320/1. 

 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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2.2.45 Madrid-Berlin.   49.  For Freund.  Cavellero is leaving this end …with the next machine  
131401(Isk) arriving from your end. A(nton) I No. 216 KDMSP. 
2.2.45  Madrid-Berlin.   69.  For Tubus. Alize III reports with message 492 … your message 2760. 
131428(Isk) Valdo received the last Gilbert letter, of 28/11 on 29/1.  St. Gaur drops out.  Alize I Nr. 218  

KDMSP. 
7.2.45 Madrid-Berlin.  188. For Freund.   A(lize) III reports in No. 5 Rose ..(or Cose) (= Jose) Jorge  
130872(Isk) reports that large quantities of goods … war material arrived in Marseilles and especially Sete 

for Africa .. 27,29, 31/1 and 1, 2, 31/1 and 1, 2,  3/2.  Receiving capacity of the harbour of Sete 
… therefore at present exhausted.  A III 224 KDMSP. 

17.2.45 Madrid 1 – Berlin. 492.  To Burg for Freund.  A III reports that Caballero has been in clinic  
132618(Isk) since 15.2 on account of unavoidable appendicitis operation.  A I No. 23. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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20.2.435 Berlin-Madrid.   152.  Most Secret. For Alize I.  Ref. L and M.  In re Alize I No. 270 of  
133286(Isk) 15/1/45, W/T message No. 175 (Isk 129427) KDMSP of 16/1/45, L and M may not contact of  

any kind with the Dienststelle in Merkur (AOB, Dienststelle = Kanzlei in Madrid)  and have 
(17 corrupt) to strike off. (40 missing) see 332 of 20 (25 missing). All contacts and link people 
of Cabellero from the Pantheria period are to be struck off by old Dienststelle Don III and may 
maintain no contact of any kind with it.  Steps are to be taken to see that Diensstelle Merkur 
carries out the orders received. Freund No. 419.45 Most Secret 

20.2.45.1 Madrid-Berlin.  590.  For Freund.  Ref. your message No. 148/45 Operation on night of 15th.  
133235(Isk) Consul General assums he will be fit to travel in 14 days time.  A I 248 KDMSP. 
7.3.45 Berlin-Madrid.  82.  For Alize I.  Most Secret.  Alize III’s departure is be expedited as a matter  
134777(Isk) of urgency. When can he travel.  Freund B 279  Most Secret. 
16.3.45 Madrid-Berlin.  No. (number omitted)  for Freund.  A doctor in our confidence reports that  
136386(Isk) Cavellero is expected to be fit to travel at the beginning of April.  He will be examined again 

on 4th April. Further data lacking. A I No. 1299 KDMSP. 
8.3.45 Madrid-Berlin.   No 218.  Reich Security (AOB, likely: RSHA) Freund.  Ref. your message B  



134990(Isk) 276 of 7/3 (Isk 134777)  Cabellero will be examined today by a particular doctor who is in our 
confidence, in accordance with our letter 716 of 5/3/  His ability to travel will be ascertained. 
As soon as there is information available report will be made by W/T.  A I No. 283. Reich 
Security. (AOB, = Reichssicheitshauptamt) 

14.3.45 Madrid-Berlin.   395.  For Freund.  Ref. KVK class I (AOB, Kriegsverdienstkreuz)  Without  
135775(Isk) prejustice to the development of the Cavellero affair, which is judged optimisticallym it is 

requested that application for award be withdrawn. Very interested in award to A II.  A I No. 
295 KDMSP. (AOB, apparently, the organisation disliked Dr. Herman Goeritz, as they adviced 
to withdraw the KvK application) 

16.3.45 See foregoing message Isk 136386 
20.3.45  Madrid-Berlin.   No 565.  For Freund.  Have just had discussion with doctor in our confidence  
136709Isk) about Cavellero, Diagnosis before operation showed not only pain region of appendix but also 

great increase of leucozytes in blood, so that operation had to be preformed during night. Am 
very glad to report this.  At the moment an abcess is forming in the lumbar region. After-
examination 4/4.  Report follows then immediately. Antoni No. 306. KDMSP.   

21.3.45 Madrid-Berlin.   597.  To Lago for Babette Mate.  1)  Alice(Alize) III reports from Spanish  
136868(Isk) source one Christian Auwanderm aged 39, has become known at the Hotel Alhambra Merkur 

(Madrid).  2) Is A working for Uniform-Stellen?  Ramirez 6936. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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6.4.45 Madrid-Berlin.  138.  Reich Security.  To Lago for Babette Mate.  Your message S 307/45  
139011(Isk) Reich Security of 1/4/45 (Isk 138634.   1) Of Colon people 35 have red or yellow cards of the 

Piccador authorities (AOB, I suppose Spanish ..) as members of the Embassy. 4 of these are 
with service attachés, Lopez Jr. with commercial attaché, Rudlolfo in the department of the 
protecting power and Steinbrueck as Goeritz’s successor in Banco (AOB, = Barcelona) … 
Ramirez No. 7189 Reich Security. 

9.4.45 194  To Burg (=Berlin) for Freund.  Result of examination of Caballero on 4/4 was as follows:   
139376(Isk) C at present at the Clinica Del Pilar, is still suffering from abcess on the posterior, apparently 

cauused by an unsterilized injection.  The abcess should heal in one or three weeks and C 
(AOB, I suppose meant is G) will then be fit to travel. Report to follow. A I 344 KDMSP.  

19.4.45 Madrid-Berlin via Stuttgart  (AOB, = Sonja).  437. To Wiese (AOB, Most important: Wiese  
140242(Isk) points at the application of a mobile W/T station, likely somewhere around Hof (northern 

Bavaria), as the offices in Berlin had been abondened and travelled southwards towards 
the “Alpenfestung”); because the Russians started to besiege Berlin!)  Babette Mate.  Reich 
Security.  1) On the evening of the 17th a new expulsion list with 33 names was handed over. 
According to a report of Bibra there is an addendum by Lequerica to the effect that the list of 
names is unconditional and that no discussion about individuals is therefore permitted. 2)  The 
following members of Colon are on it: … Goeritz. Melilla … Rodriquez 7352   Most Secret.  

(AOB, this process occurred also elswhere, like in Stockholm Sweden , and Bern in Switzerland. We may  
fairly assume, that Allied pressure may have speeded up this process.  For your information: Goeritz had to leave  
ultimately Spain, also due to strong Allied pressure, but in Spring 1946). (AOB, Nevertheless: not  
everybody on that latter list have left Spain in post war days; some even against all posible pressure put upon  
Spain; some even never were expelled whatever Britain has offered Spain in their place; such as Kuehlenthal!) 
 
 
 
 

Terminated on 3 December 2018 


